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1. Introduction

Strontium barium niobate $\text{Sr}_x\text{Ba}_{1-x}\text{Nb}_2\text{O}_6$ (SBN with $x=0.61$ for the congruent composition) was synthesized and identified as a ferroelectric crystal at room temperature in the 1960s [1]. The large electro-optic coefficient could satisfy the requirement for an electro-optic material with a low half-wave voltage for laser modulation and deflection devices. After discovery of the photorefractive effect in 1966, SBN was considered as a material for holographic storage [2,3,4,5]. The first electrical fixing of holographic storage was accomplished in SBN crystals [2]. Due to its large pyroelectric effect it was also used for the pyroelectric detection [6,7]. From 1980s SBN crystals received more and more attention because a huge interest in optical information processing did appear and large size SBN crystals for optical applications also became available [8,9,10]. At this moment SBN has been considered as to be one of the most promising materials for a lot of nonlinear optical applications, among which are volume holographic storage [5,11,12,13,14] and phase conjugation [15,16,17]. The large electro-optic coefficient $r_{33}$ makes possible a sizable modulation of the refractive index under non-uniform illumination by the electro-optic effect. In addition, the photorefractive properties of SBN crystals can be improved by suitable dopants. For example, Ce doping is found to increase the photorefractive sensitivity in the visible region by two orders of magnitude in comparison with pure SBN crystals [9,18]. Cr and Rh doped SBN crystals show enhanced sensitivity in the red spectral region due to their additional absorption bands in the red [19,20,21,22,23].

The photorefractive effect consists of several steps [24,25]:

1. illumination for instance in the form of an interference pattern formed in a photorefractive crystal by the illumination of two coherent laser beams produces photoexcited charge carriers;
2. the photoexcited charge carriers migrate to the dark region by diffusion, bulk photovoltaic effect or drift under electrical field;
3. the photoexcited charge carriers are eventually trapped in the dark region;
4. the distribution of charge between dark and illuminated areas causes a space-charge field, which modulates the refractive index via the electro-optic effect.

In many photorefractive materials the detailed origin of the photorefractive trapping centers is not completely understood, and even in materials that have been purposely doped to provide trapping centers, the lattice site occupancy of dopants and the distribution of dopant charge states are subject to variations [26,27]. Most works on SBN crystals in the past decade have been concentrated on the characterization of photorefractive properties and their applications using these crystals. Very little is known about the origin of trapping centers and the light-induced charge transport process involved in the photorefractive effect. To tailor the photorefractive properties for spectral purposes and most efficiently utilize the potential of the materials, a detailed understanding of the microscopic mechanism of the photorefractive effect and the light-induced charge transport properties in these materials is of importance.

In recent years in many unconventional photoactive solids, where the relaxation of optical excited states results in ordering motion of large number of atoms and electrons, the appearance of macroscopic domains, new structural and electronic orders have been
discovered and called “photoinduced structural transitions” [28,29]. Photo-induced (PhI) cooperative effects are facilitated in systems with hidden multi-stability, and a degenerated ground state, close to the stability limit, e.g., in a system close to a structural phase transitions (PT). Perovskite-like quantum paraelectrics SrTiO$_3$ (STO), KTaO$_3$ (KTO), at low temperatures being nearly at the quantum mechanical stability limit, are namely such materials. Therefore recent observations of giant UV light induced enhancement of the dielectric constant (“critical behavior of giant photodielectricity”) and unconventional Debye-type dispersion in STO [30,31,32,33] and KTO [32,33,34] (in presence of a weak dc field [32,33] and without field [30,31,34]) have been tentatively connected with possible photo-induced phase transitions. Observations of gigantic photo-induced dielectricity under UV excitation in STO, KTO but not in quantum ferroelectric SrTiO$_{18}$O$_3$ [32,33] allowed to propose that this phenomenon is inherent to quantum paraelectrics in the region of dominating quantum statistic, although this effect was found recently in incipient ferroelectric CaTiO$_3$ (CTO) too [33].

Two main models considered photo-induced inhomogeneities and their polarization response with mesoscopic metallic or polar clusters, formed around captured photocarriers (which can be treated as “photo-induced local structural transformation”, or “local photo-induced phase transitions”) were suggested. According to Ref [30,31,32,33,34], photocarriers are localized as small polarons [35,36] with a huge dipole moment and finite lifetime. Accompanying spatial lattice distortions form PI polar domains (PIPD) whose generation and annihilation induce redistribution of PIPD followed by permittivity enhancement and unconventional Debye-like dielectric relaxation [30,31,34].

There are remarkable analogies, between giant PI dielectricity in KTO and STO and dielectric properties of K$_{1-x}$Li$_x$TaO$_3$ (KLT), where dielectric relaxation and induced PT are caused by polar regions associated with Li <100> dipole off center ions in the soft KTO matrix [37]. In KTO and STO, instead of Li-related dipole systems, the dielectric response can come from polar regions (clusters) originating around captured photopolarons. [30,31,34]

Another origin of giant photodielectricity was suggested and attributed to photocarriers captured by domain boundaries associated with PIPD and an inhomogeneous insulator-to-metal transition [32]. Such intriguing result stimulated theoretical analysis of the charge carrier-doping effects on the structural instabilities in STO [38]. It was found that the electron polaron doping enhances the antiferrodistorsive TiO$_6$-octahedron rotation instability, while the hole polaron doping suppresses it. Both the electron and the hole polaron doping suppress the ferroelectric instability, confirming that carrier localization is essential for the comprehension of the PI gigantic dielectric effect.

Optical experiments, especially photochromic investigations under UV light irradiation, can give valuable information about the photo-charge carrier parameters, dynamics, localization, and nature of the localized states. However, there are only a few of such optical experiments containing reliable data concerning incipient ferroelectrics at low temperatures. A complex broad photo-induced absorption band observed around 1.4 eV in STO at 4.5 K [36] was tentatively attributed to transitions involving localized small electron polarons and $O^-$ hole centers. Just recently, broad absorption bands peaking at 1.23 eV, 1.53 eV and 2.36 eV have been reported by us for reduced KTO specimens at low temperatures. [39] Additional UV-illumination in the band-gap region gave rise to broad light induced absorption bands in the
same 1-2 eV region, more pronounced for as grown and oxidized specimens. This IR light-induced effect has been tentatively attributed to different sorts of the O\(^-\) hole polaronic centers, which where revealed in recent photo-EPR experiments with KTO. [40,41]

This study presents an effort to elucidate the basic properties of the electronic excitations and photo-carriers localization, which can yield the unusual PI gigantic effects and PT. We report on photochromic effects, i.e. UV-light-induced NIR optical absorption studies for a series of diluted KTa\(_{1-x}\)Nb\(_x\)O\(_3\) (KTN) single crystals. KTN is an excellent object to study the effect of the variation of the structural parameters in perovskite ferroelectrics. As mentioned above, the absence of giant photo-dielectricity in SrTi\(_{18}\)O\(_3\) [32,33] lead to the suggestion that this effect is not inherent to ferroelectrics. It can be easily examined using KTN, in which, depending on the Nb concentration, various types of structural states (incipient ferroelectric – quantum paraelectric – quantum ferroelectric – ferroelectrical) can be realized at low-temperatures (see details in Ref. [42]).

We intend to search for evidences of Nb\(^{4+}\) polarons and their localization in the optical absorption of KTN. Polarons and their role in structural transformations, dielectric and optical properties in ABO\(_3\) perovskites is one of the actual and intensively discussed problems at this time (see, e.g. Refs [43,44]). Whereas hole O\(^-\) polarons have already been established in KTO, [40,41] BaTiO\(_3\) (BTO)[45] and LiNbO\(_3\) (LNO),[46] electron polarons were not proven experimentally neither in STO nor in KTO. Small electronic Nb\(^{3+}\) polarons are known for LNO [46] and nonisovalent Nb doping plays a crucial role in the Ti\(^{3+}\) Jahn-Teller electronic polaron formation for BTO [47]. Studies of this problem for KTN are practically absent, although the PI Nb\(^{4+}\) polaronic concept has been used as the possible origin of laser-induced transient gratings in four-wave-mixing experiments for KTN. [48]

From a practical point of view KTN is a well-known advanced material for a number of nonlinear optics applications, holographic gratings, channel switchers e.t.c. [49,50]. As well as quantum paraelectric STO and KTO, diluted KTN is a promising material for operating at cryogenic temperatures, in outer space, and now, for novel optical controlled dielectric devices.

The aim of the current work was to investigate properties of these materials like the origin of trapping centers which are involved in the charge transport process, characterization of trapping centers, like temperature dependence, illumination intensity dependence, evolution with time, spectral response, activation energies, the basic properties of the electronic excitations and photo-carriers localization, and so on. The experimental methods used in this dissertation to analyze these crystals are: absorption, light-induced absorption, photoluminescence, and photocurrent measurements.
1.1 Outline of the Dissertation

This dissertation consists of 6 chapters. The chapter “Introduction” is general overview and introduction to the physical problems in the field investigated. Some basic physical properties of SBN, SBN:Ce, KTO and KTN crystals, like structure, phase transitions and the experimental techniques employed in this work are described in chapter 2, “Experimental Methods and Materials”. Chapters 3, “Spectroscopic Study of SBN Crystals”, chapter 4, “Spectroscopic Study of KTO Crystals” and chapter 5, “Spectroscopic Study of KTN Crystals”, constitute the main core parts of this dissertation, which present the experimental results of absorption, light-induced absorption, photoluminescence and photocurrent measurements, and discuss the related light-induced centers for all of these crystals, their properties and possible nature. The main results are concluded and suggestions for further work are given in the final chapter, “Conclusions and Suggestions for Further Work”.
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1.3 Small Polaron Theory

The possibility of self-localization of an electron at an ideal lattice site was described in [51,52]. The presence of charged defects or localized carrier-electrons or holes- can induce local polarization in solids. When the charge carrier moves relatively quickly so that only electrons of the host ions are able to adjust themselves to the different charge distribution caused by the moving charge carrier, electronic polarization occurs. If the charge carrier moves sufficiently slowly, the more massive cations and anions have time to adjust themselves to the new charge distribution. The displacement of the host lattice ions causes ionic polarization and a lattice distortion occurs in this situation. The combination of the charge carrier and the associated lattice distortion is called a polaron. When the lattice distortion is in the order of several lattice constants, normally 10-15 Å, it is called a large polaron. If the lattice distortion is about the size of one lattice constant, it is known as a small polaron. Furthermore, a combination of lattice distortions may cause two charge carriers to be attracted, which is called a bipolaron [53].

An oscillator model [54] in the configurational coordinate diagram can be used to discuss the thermally and optically induced transport properties of a small polaron as illustrated in Fig. 1.3.1. In this model, a harmonic oscillator representing the host lattice, is perturbed by a constant force representing the interaction of the charge carrier and the lattice.

![Diagram of a harmonic oscillator](image)

**Fig 1.3.1.** The influence of the charge carrier with the constant force F on a harmonic oscillator represented by a parabola.

The elastic energy of the harmonic oscillator has the form of

\[ E_{\text{elast}} = \frac{1}{2} K Q^2 \]  

\[ (1.3.2) \]
where $Q$ is the configurational coordinate, $K$ is the elastic coefficient. The presence of an electron (or hole) changes the total energy, in the first order, by a linear term, $-FQ$, where $F$ is the force exerted on the oscillator. Therefore the total energy is given by

$$E = \frac{1}{2}KQ^2 - FQ$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.3.3)

One finds the stabilization energy of a small polaron (the binding energy) in the form of

$$E_p = E(Q_{\text{min}}) = -\frac{F^2}{2K} + \frac{F^2}{K} = \frac{F^2}{2K} \text{ with}$$

$$Q_{\text{min}} = \frac{F}{K}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.3.4)

(1.3.5)

Let’s consider two equivalent sites $1$ and $2$. If an electron is to jump from one site to another site, the configurational coordinate parameters $Q_1$ and $Q_2$ must be such that the electron’s energy is the same in either site, thus

$$FQ_1 = FQ_2$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.3.6)

so that $Q_1=Q_2$. The energies required to distort sites $1$ and $2$ to configurations in which $Q_1=Q_2=Q$ are

$$\frac{K}{2}(Q-Q_{\text{min}})^2 \text{ and } \frac{K}{2}Q^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.3.7)

which add up to a total energy $E_a$ given by

$$E_a = \frac{K}{2}(2Q^2 - 2Q_{\text{min}}Q + Q_{\text{min}}^2)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.3.8)

There is a minimum when

$$Q = \frac{Q_{\text{min}}}{2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.3.9)

and $E_a$ has the value

$$E_a = \frac{K}{4}Q_{\text{min}}^2 = \frac{F^2}{4K} = \frac{E_p}{2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.3.10)

This is the activation energy for the hopping motion of a small polaron. A small polaron may move from one site to its neighbor site via two distinct types of processes [55,56]: the first process involves the tunneling of a small polaron between adjacent lattice sites with no charge in the population of any phonon mode (so-called band motion); the second corresponds to the phonon assisted tunneling (hopping motion) of the carrier between adjacent sites. In an ideal crystal, the small polaron band mobility will dominate at low temperatures. With rising temperature, the contribution of the hopping motion will increase and at sufficiently high
temperature the small polaron motion will proceed predominantly via hopping. However, the extreme narrowness of the small polaron band leads one to expect that the band motion typically will be washed out by whatever disorder exists in a real crystal. Therefore, usually only the hopping motion of small polarons exists in a real crystal. At a sufficiently high temperature the small polaron hopping motion rate is proportional to exp(-E_a/kT).

The energy $E_{opt}$ required to transfer an electron optically from one site to another, without moving the ions according to the Franck-Condon principle, is

$$E_{opt} = FQ_{min} = \frac{F^2}{K} = 2E_p = 4E_a.$$  \hfill (1.3.11)

The frequency dependence of the optical absorption of small polarons is discussed in full detail by Reik and Heese [57,58]:

$$\alpha = \frac{\sigma}{c\varepsilon_0 n} \quad \text{with}$$

$$\sigma = \sigma_0 \frac{\sinh(h\omega/kT)}{h\omega/kT} \exp(-\omega^2\tau^2 r(\omega))$$  \hfill (1.3.13)

where $\sigma$ is the real part of the conductivity, $\sigma_0$ a scaling factor related to the conductivity at zero frequency, $n$ the index of refraction, $\varepsilon_0$ the dielectric constant, $c$ the speed of light, $\omega$ the frequency of light, $\hbar$ the Plank constant, $k$ the Boltzmann constant, $T$ the absolute temperature, $\tau$ the moment relaxation time and $r(\omega)$ a function weakly decaying with frequency [57,58].

The electron-lattice interaction can act with the localizing potentials associated with defects to produce small-polaronic localized states [56]. Consider, for example, an electron in a deformable lattice in the presence of a positively charged defect. If without any electron-lattice interaction, there is a single finite-radius (hydrogenic) minimum associated with an electron in the defects coulomb well (like in the case of color center). However, when the attractive potential of the defect and the electron-lattice interaction are both of sufficient strength, the barrier to the small-polaronic state is eliminated and only the small-polaronic state survives. Thus, the localizing potentials of defects generally reduce, and sometimes destroy, the barrier to self-trapping, thereby enhancing the possibility that small polarons will form.
2. Experimental Methods and Materials

2.1. Fourier Spectroscopy

From times of Newton the optical spectroscopy always was one of the most informative methods of research of matter. Lately ways of registration of radiation have been essentially modernized, new type of detectors start to be available and so on. However principles of construction of spectral devices up to the middle of 20ths century practically did not change. Devices traditionally were build with the same schema: radiation is focused on an entrance slit, then by the help of a mirror with a focus on the entrance slit light as a parallel beam goes on an dispersive element (long time it was a prism, in 20ths century it began to be replaced by diffraction lattices) and after focusing on a exit slit radiation is registered by a detector. In the second half of 20ths century’s rapid development of interference spectroscopy with Fourier transformation began.

Advantages of Fourier-spectroscopy compared with other spectroscopic methods using decomposition in a spectrum are defined first of all by the energy advantages that have received the name of Jacquinot and Fellgett.

The first is that at Fourier-spectrometers the entrance aperture is greater than at dispersive devices, light in which gets through a narrow entrance slit. This advantage is seen from comparison of entrance parts of the systems and it can reach hundreds of times. Also resolution depends mainly on the path difference, but not so strongly on the entrance aperture size.

Second advantage (Fellgett’s multiplex advantage) is connected with the fact that in usual spectrometers each spectral interval is measured in steps while in Fourier-spectrometers the time of registration of each spectral interval is equal to the time of registration for the whole spectrum. Fellgett’s multiplex advantage is proportional to the number of resolved intervals in the registered spectrum. The reason for appearance of such an advantage can be understood from comparison of exit parts of systems, and its size also reaches hundreds times. Both factors together can give an advantage of about four orders in the size of registered energy.

An essential advantage of the FTIR method is also the absence of restrictions due to the sizes of optical elements. It is difficult to expect, that the size of diffraction lattices or especially prisms will be more than 50 cm. This gives us a natural limit for the resolution of the devices that is using a spatial dispersion equal about to 0.02 cm⁻¹. At the same time serial industrial Fourier-spectrometers resolution is mainly depend on the path difference and can reach up to 0,002 cm⁻¹ (for example with 3.2 m path difference and Bruker IFS120HR Fourier spectrometer).
The typical optical circuit of a Fourier-spectrometer is based on a Michelson interferometer design (fig. 2.1.1). Light is passing through an entrance diaphragm and falls on a collimating mirror and a parallel beam goes to the beam splitter. The beam splitter usually represents a transparent plane-parallel plate with a coating.

The ideal beam splitter should reflect and pass exactly 50% of light and should not have any absorption in all the spectral region of the device. The deviation from this requirement reduces the efficiency of its work. However, it is very difficult to realize such requirement especially in the infrared area of a spectrum. Therefore in Fourier-spectrometers usually exist several replaceable beam splitters. In the field of low frequencies when the length of a wave exceeds 25 microns (microwave area) beam splitters usually made from polymeric films.

After the beam splitter the passing and reflected beams go on to the reflecting mirrors, requirements to the quality of them and of the stability in the interferometer are very high: their surface should not deviate from the ideal wavefront more than for 1/20 lengths of the short-wave border of the working region of the device. Recently, instead of flat plates people began to use corner cube reflectors made of three mutually perpendicular plates. Such a design has allowed lowering the requirement for stability because for the corner cube reflector the incoming and reflected beams remain parallel under rotation of the reflector.

The interferometer output light is focused by a mirror objective to a place where the sample is located, if spectra of absorption are investigated. After that light is focused on the detector of the radiation. With the help of the Fourier transformation we can get spectral distribution of the light intensity:

$$I(\nu) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} I(\chi) \cos(2\pi \nu \cdot \chi) \, d\chi \quad (2.1.2)$$
Where $I(x)$ is intensity dependence on the path difference, $x$ is the path difference, and later we can get the ratio between the reference channel and sample channel versus frequency.

The important element of the optical circuit is the system of measurement of a path difference between the interferometer mirrors. For this purpose radiation of single mode laser is used (usually it is a He-Ne laser), which in precision devices is in addition stabilized. In its path through the interferometer the monochromatic He-Ne laser beam generates upon movement with constant speed of a mirror a sine wave signal on a special receiver. The period of a sinusoid is equal to the length of a wave of laser radiation. This signal, after transformation, is used in creation of command pulses for reading indications from the detector of radiation in the detecting-amplifying system of the interferometer for the displacement of the mobile mirror as a function of the distance (with other words, path difference) equal or multiple this length. Due to such a system the Fourier-spectrometer becomes a device with high accuracy for measurements of frequencies of spectral lines, and the accuracy is determined by the accuracy of the basic laser.

The technique when the mirror moves rapidly and we collect the data continuously gives us the advantage in working with AC amplifying and detecting systems, that as a result reduces noise, and increases the speed of single measurements.

The transition from conventional methods to the Fourier-spectroscopy has allowed to increase essentially the spectral resolution, speed of registration and the signal to noise ratio. With appropriate light sources, beamsplitters and detectors, the measurable spectral region can be extended from the UV to the far infrared region. The signal to noise ratio can be improved even more with the help of superposition of many scans (this will improve the signal to noise ratio $\sqrt{n}$ times). For this reason the Fourier-spectroscopy now is used even for routine measurements.
2.2 Bruker IFS-120HR, High Resolution Fourier Spectrometer

Absorption spectra and light-induced absorption in this work were measured with the help of the Fourier spectrometer Bruker IFS-120HR. Schematically it is drawn in Fig 2.2.1. The light source chamber consists in several light sources like tungsten lamp, globar and through the external port the Osram XBO lamp is connected for measurements in the UV/VIS region. A dichroic filter is used to reflect the light with wavelength less than 500 nm. The same Xenon lamp is used as illumination source for light-induced absorption experiments. For the different spectral regions the Fourier spectrometer has a set of

![Scheme of Bruker IFS120HR- high resolution Fourier spectrometer.](image-url)
### Methods and Materials: Bruker IFS-120HR, High Resolution Fourier Spectrometer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Beamsplitter</th>
<th>Detector</th>
<th>Modulation Frequency, KHz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UV 35000-20000</td>
<td>Xenon 35000-20000</td>
<td>UV/Quartz 45000-8000</td>
<td>Photomultiplier 35000-10000</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td></td>
<td>GaP- Diode 30000-18000</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIS 20000-10000</td>
<td>Tungsten 25000-3000</td>
<td>VIS/Quartz 25000-8000</td>
<td>Si-Diode 32000-9000</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ge-Diode 14000-6500 (Cooled with LN₂)</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Si/CaF₂ 10000-10000</td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ge/KBr 4800-400</td>
<td>HgCdTe (MCT) 6000-800 cooled with LN₂</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIR 10000-2000</td>
<td>Tungsten 25000-3000</td>
<td>Ge/KBr 4800-400</td>
<td>HgCdTe (MCT) 6000-800 cooled with LN₂</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.2.2. The light sources, beamsplitters, detectors and modulation frequencies for different spectral regions.

beamsplitters and detectors (see table 2.2.2.). A frequency stabilized Spectra-Physics He-Ne laser (λ=632.8 nm) is used to control the moving mirror and for frequencies measurements. In our Fourier spectrometer due to maximal path difference restrictions highest resolution possible is 0.0035 cm⁻¹. There is a reference channel and sample channel in the Fourier spectrometer.

Ar⁺ laser and Kr⁺ laser (Spectra physics type 171), red laser diode or XBO lamp with set of filters are used as illumination sources in light −induced absorption experiments. Pumping light can be applied in perpendicular and parallel way in respect to the Fourier measuring light direction.

For time resolved measurements like build-up and decay processes of the light-induced absorption time marks of the rapid scan method is used. The time resolution is restricted by maximum velocity of the scanner and chosen spectral resolution, and in the case of IFS-120HR and our measurement needs it is equal to about 0.5 s (we are using 10cm⁻¹ resolution for light-induced absorption spectra).
2.3 Luminescence Measurements

The experimental setup for photoluminescence and thermoluminescence measurements is shown in Fig 2.3.1. The registration channel consists in a photon counting system based on SPEX1402 double grating monochromators and cooled RCA31034 GaAs photomultiplier. As the excitation source we used a high pressure Xenon Lamp (ILC Cermak, 300W) with SPEX Minimate for wavelength selection together with variable bandpass filters. A closed cycle cryostat (Leybold, 10-300 K) and programmable temperature controller (LTC60, Leybold) is used for measurements. For lifetime measurements a multichannel scaler (EG&G 914P) is used.

![Diagram](image)

Fig 2.3.1. Scheme of setup for luminescence and thermoluminescence measurements.
2.4 Helium Bath Cryostat

For absorption measurements at low temperatures (in range of 1.3 K-300 K) a helium bath cryostat (Fig. 2.4.1) is used. For an improved temperature stability the crystal can be immersed in superfluid helium. Liquid nitrogen is used to shield the inner helium tank from room temperature. Liquid helium from the big tank in the upper part of the cryostat is flowing through a small capillary tube to the inner part of the cryostat where the samples are located. Under pumping in the sample part the superfluid state of the helium can appear, so even under illumination in light-induced experiments heat from the sample can be immediately removed to the superfluid helium. A Lakeshore temperature controller (321, and Si-diode, Lakeshore, D type) and heater are used to control the temperature inside the sample part and give the possibility to take measurements at various temperatures.

Fig 2.4.1. The Helium bath cryostat for absorption measurements at low temperatures.
2.5 Oxidation and Reduction Treatment

For gas treatments we used an oven, drawn in Fig 2.5.1. The inner part of the oven can be evacuated first and then filled with different gases (for oxidation we used $O_2$ gas, for reduction $H_2$ or vacuum). Temperature is controlled by special hardware and can be varied from room temperature till 1300 °C.

Fig. 2.5.1. The oven for oxidation and reduction treatment of samples. Ceramic tube and sample holder are made from $Al_2O_3$. 
2.6 Setup for Measurements of Photo-Hall Effect

For measurements of charges that appear under different illumination or under heating procedure we used a setup based on a cryostat (Oxford) with superconducting magnet (split coil, 8 Tesla). For registration of Hall voltages we used two digital voltmeters (Kethley 2000). Special programs were written using LabView 7.0 for automation (controlling magnet field, registering experimental data from voltmeters, registering temperature during measurements) and saving of experimental results. For field control also a digital to analog converter using the parallel interface of a PC and several elements from the Maxim-IC Company were build during my work in Osnabrueck University. The scheme of the photo-Hall setup can be found in Fig 2.6.1.

![Diagram of the Photo-Hall setup](image)

Fig. 2.6.1. The scheme of the Photo-Hall setup. The sample is located in the cryostat between two magnet coils. Temperature could be varied from 2 K till 400K. The highest value of the magnet field is 8 Tesla. The sample can be illuminated through optical windows.
2.7 Sr$_x$Ba$_{1-x}$Nb$_2$O$_6$ (SBN), KTaO$_3$ (KTO), KTa$_{1-x}$Nb$_x$O$_3$ (KTN) Crystals

2.7.1 SBN Crystals, Growth, Structure and Properties

All congruent crystals ($x=0.61$, where melt and crystal have the same composition) were grown by Dr. Pankrath using the Czochralski method at the Crystal Growth Laboratory of the Physics Department at the University of Osnabrueck. The ultrapure raw materials for crystal growth are SrCO$_3$, BaCO$_3$ and Nb$_2$O$_5$. Various concentrations of CeO$_2$ were added into the melt in order to obtain Ce-doped SBN crystals. The crystals are grown in the c-direction and pulled-out with a speed of 0.8 mm/h, rotation rate 7 round/min, growth temperature 1510° C, the temperature gradient above the solid-liquid interface 0.5° C/cm and below the solid-liquid interface 1.5° C/cm (Resistance heating is used to achieve these values). The striation-free and optical quality SBN crystals were obtained in a typical length of 100 mm and the diameter of 10 mm.

SBN pure

SBN crystals belong to the tungsten bronze family of crystals with the general chemical formula: (A1)$_4$(A2)$_2$C$_4$(B1)$_2$(B2)$_8$O$_{30}$. The lattice structure is shown in Fig. 2.7.1.1. One unit cell consists of ten BO$_6$ octahedra linked by their corners to form three different types of tunnels along the c axis of the crystal. These structures are shown in Fig. 2.7.1.1 as A1, A2 and C channels, which correspond to 15-, 12- and 9-fold oxygen coordinated lattice sites, respectively. Both B1 and B2 are 6-fold coordinated sites located inside the BO$_6$ oxygen octahedra units. The structure is consisting from two alternating layers parallel to the (001) plane. One layer contains the A1, A2 and C sites while the other layer contains the B1 and B2 sites. The unit is one octahedron high with a length of c=3.9 Å and has transverse dimensions of a=b~12.5 Å.

At room temperature SBN crystals are ferroelectric and the point group of this phase is 4mm. According to Jamieson et al. [59] studies the structure of Sr$_{0.75}$Ba$_{0.27}$Nb$_2$O$_6$ is a partially filled lattice in which on average only five of the six available A1 and A2 sites (83.3%) are occupied by Sr$^{2+}$ and Ba$^{2+}$ cations. It was shown that Ba atoms located in the large tunnels occupy their site with an occupancy factor of 34.4 %. The same sites are 50.3 % filled by Sr atoms. The A2 sites are 82.2 % occupied by Sr$^{2+}$. The variable filling of the A1 and A2 sites in SBN crystals creates a degree of structural disorder that destroys translational invariance of the lattice and is responsible for the diffuse nature of the ferroelectric phase transition. In the case of the congruently melting composition $x=0.61$ the tetragonal tunnels are occupied 72.5% by the Sr atoms [60] and $T_c = 80$ °C.

In addition, the composition of SBN crystals can vary in wide range of 0.25<$x<$0.87. Megumi et al. [61] found that the congruent composition of SBN crystal lies around $x=0.61$ where the crystal has the same composition as the melt. The open crystal structure and the composition flexibility provides a large possibility to accommodate different dopants to enhance the sensitivity of the crystals in various wavelength regions (from transition metal
ions to rare-earth metal ions). At the same time, the structural disorder of the crystal makes it difficult to accurately determine the occupancy sites of the impurities introduced.

Fig. 2.7.1.1 Tungsten bronze structure of SBN.
Since the spectroscopic properties of these impurity ions usually depend on the surrounding crystal field, it is of interest to study the possible influence of the crystal field on the spectroscopic properties of doped ions in SBN.

The ferroelectric phase transition refers to the transformation of the crystal from a non-polar paraelectric state to a polar ferroelectric state. The location of the transition on the phase diagram is a function of temperature, pressure (i.e. stress), electric field and composition of the crystal. Near the transition the spontaneous polarization of the crystal becomes very sensitive to a change of these parameters. The transition temperature measured under conditions of constant stress and electric field is called the Curie temperature $T_c$. Since SBN crystals have a disordered lattice structure, it is characterized by a compositional distribution and hence displays a diffuse phase transition [63].

The point group of SBN crystal is 4/mmm in the paraelectric state and 4mm in the ferroelectric state. The Curie temperature $T_c$ of SBN crystal is found to strongly depend on the composition, ranging from about 50 °C for $x=0.75$ to about 200 °C for $x=0.25$. The phase transition temperature of the SBN crystals with the congruent composition ($x=0.61$) is about 80 °C. A roughly linear relationship between $T_c$ and the composition parameter $x$ exists as shown in [62] and with increasing of the Ba content in the crystal $T_c$ is linearly increasing. Therefore, changing the crystal composition can easily alter all the properties associated with the phase transition. SBN crystal with $x=0.33$ exhibits a minimum of the entropy of the ion distribution in which case only Ba$^{2+}$ ions occupy the A1 sites and Sr$^{2+}$ ions occupy A2 sites [59]. Above $x=0.33$ the structural disorder increases with the Sr/Ba ratio in SBN and the dielectric measurements show an increasingly broadened structure.

Another phase transition is found to exist at low temperature in SBN crystal [63,64]. The dielectric and pyroelectric constants show a peak around 60-90 K. From the X-ray diffraction result, the phase transition is from the tetragonal point group 4mm to the monoclinic point group m [63,64].

**Doped SBN**

Since the electro-optic coefficient is largely independent on most impurities [8,9,65], the photorefractive properties, like photorefractive sensitivity, response speed and response spectral region, can be modified by adding suitable impurities to the crystal. Ce doping has been found to improve the sensitivity of SBN crystals in the visible region by two orders of magnitude [9]. Pure SBN has very little absorption in the visible, but Ce doping induces a broad absorption band in this region and therefore the photorefractive properties are enhanced considerably. Other impurities like Rh, Cr have also been added to the crystal to improve the sensitivity and response speed of the crystal [19,20,21,22,23].

Ce doping is found to influence the phase transition temperature. The dielectric measurement results show that the temperature of the maximum of the dielectric constant $T_m$ decreases linearly with increasing Ce concentration from 80 °C in case of zero doping till room temperature in case of two mol percent of CeO$_2$ in the crystal as shown in [63,66,67] and in Fig 2.7.1.2. For Ce ions in SBN a majority charge state 3+ has been determined [68], from measurement by instrumental neutron activation analysis Ce$^{3+}$ ions have been found to replace mainly Sr$^{2+}$ ions [69] thus lowering the Sr/Ba ratio. In contrast, pure SBN crystal has
an increasing $T_c$ with decreasing Sr/Ba ratio. The Ce$^{3+}$ content can be identified by a broad absorption band extending from the visible range to the UV band edge and additional far-infrared bands near 2000 cm$^{-1}$ due to $^2F_{5/2}$-$^2F_{7/2}$ optical transitions of Ce$^{3+}$ (see Fig 3.1.4, page 33).

Fig.2.7.1.2. Dielectric susceptibility in SBN:Ce with different Ce doping [67].

The accompanying decrease of $T_c$ with dopant concentration indicates a suppression of long range ordering by impurity related random fields due to charge mismatch brought by the Cr and Ce doping. The increased width of the $\varepsilon'(T)$ maximum can be regarded as consequence of nonuniform distribution of the doping ions. Ce doping has a depressing effect on $T_c$ and no self compensation of Ce and Cr ions was found in the experiments with co-doped crystals, which can be understood on the basis of a local charge compensation in the oxygen sublattice around each defect [67].

Li-doping of 0.35 wt% and 0.5 wt% to SBN (x=0.52) seemed to enhance $T_c$ as shown in Fig. 2.7.1.3, but addition to a Cr-doping did reveal rather a further lowering of $T_c$. The doping with small Li-ions is expected to enhance $T_c$, due to a possible dipolar off-center nature of the small Li-ions, but this did not seem to take place in the Chromium co-doped crystals. The corresponding absorption spectra for SBN:Cr+Li (10000 ppm p.f.u. each in melt) are shown in Fig 2.7.1.4.

Samples were prepared as optically polished parallelepipeds with faces oriented along <100> axes of the crystal.
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Fig. 2.7.1.3. Dielectric susceptibility in SBN:Li (x=0.52) with two Li doping concentrations, SBN:Li+Cr (10000 ppm p.f.u. each in melt, x=0.61) and SBN:Cr (10000 ppm p.f.u., x=0.61) measured during cooling runs.

Fig. 2.7.1.4. Absorption in SBN: Cr+Li (10000 ppm p.f.u. each in melt)
2.7.2 KTO and KTN Crystals, Growth, Structure and Properties

Many oxides (as well as some non-oxides) crystal systems can be described by the general formula \( A_mB_nC_p \). However usually a combination of two cations \( A \) and \( B \) with an anion \( C \) appears. In the latter manner \( \text{ABO}_3 \) is used when the anion is oxygen ion.

The radii of the cations are determining the structure of the crystal. If radii of cations have similar sizes, then the structure of the crystal is described as the structure of ilmenite (ilmenite, FeTiO\(_3\)). In the \( \text{ABC}_3 \)-structure, in which the ionic radius of the \( A \)-cations is substantially greater than that of \( B \)-cations, the structure corresponds to the perovskite type (\( \text{CaTiO}_3 \)) with a cubic symmetry of the crystal. The crystal systems, within the framework of this study, are related to this type of crystal.

Fig. 2.7.2.1 represents the unit cell of the general \( \text{ABO}_3 \) structure of the perovskite. In this case the large \( A \) ions are occupying the corners of the elementary cube, the smaller \( B \) ions – are in the center, and the \( O \) ions – are in the middle of the surface and are forming an octahedron around the \( B \) ions. \( A \) ions and ions of oxygen forming a densest cubic ball packing. \( A \) ions are surrounded by 12 \( O \) ions (cubic octahedron), \( B \) ions are surrounded by 6 \( O \) ions, which is described by chemical formula \( A^{[12]}B^{[6]}O^{[4+2]}_3 \).

Not only crystals with identical radii of the ions are displaying the perovskite structure, for which the sum of radii should fit to equation:

\[
R_{\text{Ca}} + R_{\text{O}} = \sqrt{2}(R_{\text{Ti}} + R_{\text{O}}) \tag{2.7.2.2}
\]

In the limits of the permissible changes, inside which the structure of perovskite still can appear, i.e., where the equation for the radii is:

\[
R_{\text{A}} + R_{\text{O}} = t \cdot \sqrt{2}(R_{\text{B}} + R_{\text{O}}) \tag{2.7.2.3}
\]

Where the \( t \) is the coefficient of admittance determined by Goldschmidt [70]. This coefficient can take the values between \( t = 0.8 - 1.1 \) [71]. The valency of ions can, however, vary (for example \( A^{2+}B^{4+}O_3, A^{3+}B^{3+}O_3 \) or \( A^{1+}B^{5+}O_5 \)). In many cases the crystals with the perovskite structure do not have ideal cubic structure. Partly covalent bonding influence the band structure of the crystal.

The ideal cubic structure usually exists in the high-temperature phase. Crystals show a phase transition, which is expressed only by insignificant displacement of atomic positions, i.e., the original structure is distorted. The highly symmetrical perovskite crystal structure represents an entire family of low symmetrical structures of the crystals at low temperature, where this structure with high symmetry is used as the prototype.
Crystals of potassium tantalate were grown by Dr. Hesse at the Crystal Growth Laboratory of the Physics Department at the University of Osnabrueck from the melt with 42 mol% Ta$_2$O$_5$ and 58 mol% K$_2$O at a temperature of 1358 °C. The starting materials (Merk, ultrapure) for crystal growth are Ta$_2$O$_5$ and K$_2$CO$_3$ or K$_2$O with surplus of K$_2$CO$_3$ or K$_2$O. As it is shown in the phase diagram [72] that the crystal growth is possible when one has 50-67 mol% K$_2$CO$_3$ in the melt. The crystals have cubic perovskite structure (symmetry group Pm3m), and the symmetry of the crystals does not change from room temperature till low temperatures.

According to the nomenclature of perovskite structures, K ions have occupied the A position, Ta ions the B position. From the ionic radii of K$^+$, Ta$^{5+}$ and O$^{2-}$ ions the determined Goldschmidt factor is t=0.94. At room temperature the lattice constant for potassium tantalate is a=3.9884 Å [72, 73]. The lattice constant changes with temperature are shown by Samara and Morosin [73] in the temperature range from 90K till 600 K (fig 2.7.2.4).

The temperature dependence of the dielectric constant for KTaO$_3$ shows a behavior that is observed usually for ferroelectrics in a para-electric phase, while approaching a phase transition at low temperatures. A study of the temperature dependence of the dielectric constant and susceptibility for KTaO$_3$ was done by Wemple [74] and is shown in Fig 2.7.2.5. Quantum fluctuations at low temperatures and as the result the behavior of a soft mode in KTaO$_3$ is preventing the crystal from the phase transition (Fig. 2.7.2.6, [75,76]). For three perpendicular TO optical modes in KTaO$_3$ the TO-phonon shows the lowest frequency and its frequency is decreasing with the temperature [76,77,78]. Rupprecht and Bell with the help of a modified law of Curie-Weiss-type did get an extrapolated Curie temperature of $T_c$=2.8 K.
A ferroelectric phase transition is not observed in KTaO$_3$, not even below 2.8 K. Because the dielectric constant and the soft mode show a behavior that is expected for approaching from high $T$ a phase transition, which is, however, not taking place, KTaO$_3$, in analogy to SrTiO$_3$ is named an incipient ferroelectric.
However it is possible to induce a ferroelectric phase transition in KTaO$_3$. That, for example, is possible with the help of uniaxial external pressure [79,80] or with the help of applied external electric field [81,82]. Also introduction of such an off-center, dipolar impurity as Nb or Li into the KTaO$_3$ crystal causes the occurrence of a second order phase transition [83,84]. The ferroelectric phase transition for KTaO$_3$:Li with a contents of lithium of about 5 % occurs approximately at T=80 K [85]. The temperature of the phase transition depends on the contents of lithium in the crystals in a nonlinear way.

KTN (K$_{1-x}$Ta$_x$O$_3$ with 0 ≤ x ≤ 1) also crystallizes in perovskite structure. From the phase diagrams of Hellermann [86], and also from Reisman [87] the mixed crystal is formed as single crystals in the range 0 ≤ x ≤ 1. At low concentrations of Niobium (ratio between Niobium –Tantalum is small) usually the Niobium content in the crystals is smaller than in the melt. During the growth process of the crystal the Tantalum concentration is changing and the ratio between Niobium and Tantalum is changing in the crystal. The content of niobium determines the phase transition temperatures. Both Triebwasser [88], and Baller [89] have found that the phase transition temperature has a linear dependence on the concentration of Niobium $x$ in the crystal. Phase transition temperatures for the tetragonal to cubic transition (T$_{tc}$) and from the orthorhombic to tetragonal phase (T$_{ot}$) can be described by following formulas:

$$T_{tc}/°C = 682x-261,$$
$$T_{ot}/°C = 426x-224$$

where $x$ is the concentration of Niobium.

Most of the transparent, colorless KTa$_{1-x}$Nb$_x$O$_3$ single crystals (x = 0.004, 0.007, 0.012, 0.07, 0.3) used in our investigations were grown at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory and A.F. Ioffe Physical-Technical Institute by solidification from nonstoichiometric melt of high purity (99.999 %) Ta$_2$O$_5$, K$_2$CO$_3$ and Nb$_2$O$_5$ starting materials as it was described in [90]. The Nb content inside of the experimental specimens was determined by electron microprobe analysis and dielectric permittivity measurements (at 1KHz), comparing positions of the phase transitions points with the KTN phase diagram [91]. The specimens’ conductivity at RT was in the order of $10^{-13}$ $\Omega^{-1}$cm$^{-1}$. Samples were prepared as optically polished parallelepipeds with faces oriented along <100> cubic axes.
3 Spectroscopic Study of SBN Crystals

3.1 Absorption of SBN and SBN:Ce

Typical polarized absorption spectra of SBN and SBN:Ce crystals are shown in Fig. 3.1.1.

![Absorption Spectra of SBN and SBN:Ce](image)

**Fig. 3.1.1.** Polarized Absorption spectra of congruent pure SBN and SBN:Ce at room temperature.

The UV absorption band edge of pure SBN crystals at room temperature lies at about 370 nm (3.35 eV) with a slight dichroism for extraordinary and ordinary light. In the visible region pure SBN is transparent and shows no absorption. Ce doping shifts the onset of the absorption edge to longer wavelengths and an absorption shoulder around 500 nm (2.48 eV) appears. This absorption shoulder is attributed to the 4f-5d transition of Ce$^{3+}$ ions and in Fig 3.1.2 the absorption spectra of SBN:Ce and pure SBN is shown with different Ce doping at room temperature.

The absorption coefficients in the visible region (at 514 nm, 2.41 eV) for SBN single crystals increase linearly with the Ce (up to ~20000 ppm., p.f.u.) concentration (Fig. 3.1.3) in agreement with data of ref. [69]. The spin-orbital and crystal field splitting of 4f$^1$ level of Ce$^{3+}$ ions is not resolved in the visible range, but this splitting exists and is shown in characteristic absorption bands in the FIR region (around 2000 cm$^{-1}$, 0.25 eV, Fig 3.1.4) [92, 93, 67]. Dependence of the maxima of FIR absorption in SBN:Ce on Ce concentrations is shown in fig 3.1.5 and earlier was described by Greten in [94]. The integral FIR absorption of the Ce$^{3+}$ band near 2000 cm$^{-1}$ (0.25 eV) also varies linearly with the Ce concentration in the crystal (Fig. 3.1.6) at least till 20000 ppm p.f.u.
Although the absorption due to the transition of Ce$^{3+}$: 4f-5d is strong in SBN:Ce crystals, no luminescence is observed for the de-exitation:5d-4f of Ce$^{3+}$. Blasse [95] discussed the

![Graph showing absorption spectra of SBN:Ce and pure SBN with different Ce doping at room temperature.](image1)

**Fig.3.1.2.** Absorption spectra of SBN:Ce and pure SBN with different Ce doping at room temperature.

![Graph showing absorption coefficients in SBN:Ce crystals at 19455 cm$^{-1}$ (2.4 eV) versus Ce concentrations in the crystals (at room temperature).](image2)

**Fig.3.1.3.** The absorption coefficients in SBN:Ce crystals at 19455 cm$^{-1}$ (2.4 eV) versus Ce concentrations in the crystals (at room temperature).
quenching of the luminescence of Ce$^{3+}$ in detail and proposed that Ce$^{3+}$ may be expected to yield luminescence in host materials which have the optical absorption edge in the far ultraviolet.

![Absorption Spectrogram](image)

Fig.3.1.4. FIR absorption of Ce$^{3+}$ in SBN:Ce (9040 ppm p.f.u.) crystal.

![Concentration-Dependence Plot](image)

Fig.3.1.5. Dependence of the maximum (2128 cm$^{-1}$, 0.26 eV) of FIR absorption (see Fig. 3.1.4) in SBN:Ce on Ce concentrations [94].

and the quenching by electron transfer could rapidly eliminate the luminescence of Ce$^{3+}$ if the optical absorption edge of the host materials shifts to the low energy side. The absorption band of Ce$^{3+}$ in the SBN:Ce crystals is very close to the absorption edge, suggesting the first
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excited state $5d^1$ of Ce$^{3+}$ lies near the bottom of the conduction band or inside the conduction band. In this case an electron transfer transition from the ground state $4f^1$ of the Ce$^{3+}$ to the conduction band (4d orbital of Nb$^{5+}$) becomes possible, quenching the luminescence of Ce$^{3+}$.

After reduction treatment the pure SBN crystals shows a broad NIR absorption band whose peak is located at ~0.75 eV, no other absorption band due to the reduction treatment is observed [96]. This Nb$^{4+}$ polaron absorption extends from the IR spectral region to the visible region, giving rise to the absorption change in the visible region after reduction and this is in agreement with data of ref. [96]. Fig. 3.1.7 demonstrates the temperature dependence of the

Fig. 3.1.6. The integral FIR-absorption of Ce$^{3+}$-ions (with maximum at 2128 cm$^{-1}$, 0.26 eV) versus Ce concentrations in the SBN:Ce crystal.

Fig. 3.1.7. Temperature dependence of the integral absorption intensity from 0.3 eV to 1.3 eV in a pure reduced SBN crystal.
NIR absorption intensity in reduced SBN [96]. The fact that the absorption band of Nb$^{4+}$ polaron in the reduced SBN crystals is very stable even at room temperature indicates that the total number of the Nb$^{4+}$ polarons actually does not change in the wide temperature range and the small change as a function of temperature of the intensity of the Nb$^{4+}$ polarons in reduced crystal most probably can be explained by a changing of the oscillator strength of the Nb$^{4+}$ polaron. A shifting of the peak position to higher energies at low temperatures that is observed in [96] was predicted by theory [57,58].

A similar NIR absorption band is observed when SBN crystals are illuminated at low temperatures, which will be discussed later. The NIR absorption which has the same characteristic form and spectral position as observed in LiNbO$_3$:Zn, LiNbO$_3$:In and pure LiNbO$_3$ [97,98] and has been assigned to the absorption of Nb$^{4+}$ polarons.
3.2 Light-Induced Absorption in SBN

Under illumination with a Ar⁺-laser (λ=488 nm) or a Xenon lamp with a set of filters (400-500 nm bandpass filter) a broad light induced absorption from NIR till VIS region appears in SBN:Ce (see Fig. 3.2.1). Previously a light-induced absorption was observed in SBN:Ce at room temperature by Buse et al. [99] and at low temperatures by G. Greten [94]. At low temperatures the light-induced absorption becomes more pronounced and shows a broad polaron absorption band around 0.84 eV (6900 cm⁻¹) and a broad VIS-center absorption band near 2.03 eV (16500 cm⁻¹).

The light-induced VIS absorption can be separated with the help of temperatures at which we are taking our measurements. At higher temperatures (T>120 K), the NIR-polaron absorption is going to zero due to rapid decay but the VIS-center absorption is still present, we can perform studies of the VIS-center. The NIR Nb⁴⁺ polaron absorption band has been first predicted by Baetzold [100] and was described in some detail in [101]. The centers for the visible absorption, being produced simultaneously with the NIR absorption have not been identified yet and we will call it the light-induced VIS centers. The width of the light-induced VIS absorption is quite large giving evidence of the complex origin of the light-induced centers.

Fig. 3.2.1. Light-induced absorption under illumination with 380-480 nm light (2kW/m²). Black dots are the absorption spectra at T=2 K (both, NIR absorption and VIS absorption), and open triangles are the absorption spectra at T=130 K, which shows the light induced absorption of VIS centers alone.
At low temperatures the NIR-polaron centers and VIS centers are very stable and show no decay in the dark Fig 3.2.2 (Explanation of the decay measurements conditions: decay of the amount of absorption (centers) in the observation window (Φ about 1 mm) in the steep exponential concentration profile generated by the illumination from the side (90° configuration), for more information see chapter 2, page 16). The slow decay of NIR polaron and VIS centers observed earlier at low temperatures (for light-induced NIR Nb$^{4+}$ polaron absorption T<55 K, for light-induced VIS centers absorption T<170 K) is present due to the light of the Fourier spectrometer (Fig.3.2.2).

![Graph showing light-induced absorption decay](image)

**Fig.3.2.2.** The light-induced NIR absorption decay after illumination with 380-480 nm light (2kW/m$^2$) at 2 K. Black curve is decay under 47.3% of the Fourier spectrometer light and blue is decay under 100% of the Fourier spectrometer light. Open squares are measurements only at first two seconds and at the last two seconds.

The experiment to investigate this behaviour was organised in the following way: first, we collect data about the decay of the NIR light-induced polaron absorption or VIS-center light-induced absorption in the usual way. Then under the same conditions we perform measurements only at starting and ending points, all light in time between this two measurements is turned off (Fourier spectrometer measurement light and pumping light was switched off) also we used band-pass and neutral metallic filters to reduce intensity of light of the Fourier spectrometer. At measuring points the light from the Fourier spectrometer was turned on approx. 2 sec., which could explain the slight decay that we observe even at these conditions.
Also from Fig. 3.2.2 we can conclude that the light-induced Nb\(^{4+}\) polaron absorption intensity and decay process strongly depend on the intensity of the Fourier spectrometer light (when other parameters like temperature and pumping light are constants).

As the temperature is going lower than 120 K both, the light induced Nb\(^{4+}\) polaron absorption and the light-induced VIS absorption appears (see Fig 3.2.1). We found that the influence of the Fourier light is higher for the NIR light-induced Nb\(^{4+}\) polaron absorption than for the VIS centers. In this case we can study the Nb\(^{4+}\) polarons separately from the VIS centers via using different temperatures, at which we are working. At low temperatures VIS centers are almost frozen, and we can study the Nb\(^{4+}\) polarons. At higher temperatures like 140 K the NIR centers are already gone by thermally activated decay, but the VIS centers are still present.

**NIR Nb\(^{4+}\) Electronic Polarons**

According to polaron theory [102], the binding energy of the Nb\(^{4+}\) polaron in SBN crystals is about 0.36 eV and the thermal hopping energy is about 0.18-0.19 eV. At 2 K under immersion in superfluid helium, the illumination intensity dependence of the Nb\(^{4+}\) polaron absorption in the SBN:Ce crystal is shown in Fig. 3.2.3. The absorption coefficient \(\alpha_i\) of Nb\(^{4+}\) polarons at the peak position is proportional to the concentration \(n_p\) of the polarons, and can be described by Smakula’s formula:

\[
\alpha_{li} = A \cdot \frac{f}{w} \cdot n_p
\]

(3.2.4)

where \(A\) is a constant, \(w\) is the full width at the half-maximum of the absorption band, \(f\) is the oscillator strength of the optical transition. At a fixed temperature, the oscillator strength \(f\) and the full band width \(w\) in above equation are constants, which means \(\alpha_{li} \propto n_p\).

![Intensity dependence of light-induced NIR absorption](image)

Fig 3.2.3. Intensity dependence of light-induced NIR absorption. Illumination with 380-480 nm light or argon laser (\(\lambda = 488\ nm\)) was used. The same broadband power meter measured intensities of the XBO lamp and argon laser.
Even at small illumination intensities there exists a sizable light-induced effect and we can resolve it even more if we will reduce the Fourier light intensity (see Fig. 3.2.2). The dependence between light-induced absorption and illumination intensity is obviously nonlinear.

The temperature dependence of the light-induced Nb$^{4+}$ polaron absorption is shown in Fig. 3.2.5. We can conclude that for the light-induced Nb$^{4+}$ polaron centers the concentration is changing only a little (in analogy to the Nb$^{4+}$ polaron absorption in reduced SBN crystals) in the range of 1.3-50 K and perhaps the slight increase in the absorption with increasing temperature can be explained by a variation of the oscillator strength because in the reduced samples we see the same increasing of the absorption in this temperature region (see Fig. 3.1.7, page 34). When the temperature is going higher than 50 K the light-induced Nb$^{4+}$ polaron absorption start to decay rapidly and the concentration of the centers decreases. The decay process is found to be non-monoexponential and the temperature dependence is shown in Fig. 3.2.6.

Normalized decay curves are shown in Fig. 3.2.7 (in this case decay constants are different because the Fourier light intensity and the spectral distribution were different). Also we should take into account that from 1.4 till 40 K the decay process is changing somewhat and it is going to be longer with increasing temperature. The temperature dependence of the light – induced absorption steady state values and the decay processes indicate that the thermal activation of the light-induced Nb$^{4+}$ polaron centers is playing a dominant role in the region of 50-120 K. The decay at low temperatures is very small and present practically only due to the Fourier light.

Fig.3.2.5. Temperature dependence of the light-induced NIR absorption under constant illumination with 380-480 nm light (2kW/m$^2$). Solid line is guide for eyes.
Fig. 3.2.6. The light-induced NIR absorption decay at several temperatures after illumination with 380-480 nm light (2kW/m², small FTIR light intensity with narrow spectral distribution).

Fig. 3.2.7. The normalized light-induced Nb⁴⁺ polaron absorption for SBN:Ce crystal (high FTIR light intensity with wide spectral distribution).
The VIS Center

The temperature dependence of the light-induced VIS absorption (see Fig. 3.2.8) shows a behaviour comparable with the temperature dependence for the light-induced NIR Nb\textsuperscript{4+} polaron absorption. From low temperatures till about 160 K the concentration of VIS centers is changing very little but above 160 K it starts to decay rapidly. The decay process is also non-monoexponential and at low temperatures it is slow (and present only due to Fourier light, see Fig. 3.2.9) and becomes faster with increasing temperature, similar to Nb\textsuperscript{4+} polaron behaviour. It indicates also that the thermal activation of the VIS center plays a dominant role in the decay process at higher temperatures (160-300 K).

![Graph showing VIS absorption vs temperature](image)

Fig.3.2.8. Temperature dependence of the light-induced VIS absorption under constant illumination with 380-480 nm light (2kW/m\textsuperscript{2}) and constant Fourier measurement conditions.

The peak position and the FWHM of the absorption band vary little with temperature below 130 K. In Fig. 3.2.10 the experiment is shown when we tried to form more VIS centers during the NIR polaron decay. We did the following: first, we created polarons and VIS centers at low temperatures, switched off every light sources (and pumping light, and light of Fourier spectrometer), second, we heated up the sample to 120 K and waited ca. 30 sec. to let the polarons decay; third, we were taking spectra of the VIS absorption left in the sample and compared it with the measurements before.

From this experiment we can conclude that no further VIS centers are created during thermal activated decay of the light-induced Nb\textsuperscript{4+} polarons.
Fig. 3.2.9. The VIS light-induced absorption decay after illumination with 380-480 nm light (2kW/m²) at 130 K. The decay is first under continuous Fourier spectrometer light till 680 s., then the decay is in the dark and then a measurement only at the last point (1000 sec.) is done.

Fig. 3.2.10. Light-induced NIR- and VIS- absorption.
3.3 Light-Induced Dissociation of the VIS-Centers in SBN:Ce Crystals.

Under illumination at low temperatures one will create VIS and NIR centers simultaneously. Then, can wait till the NIR centers will decay under Fourier light illumination. The VIS center absorption will remain. If we then illuminate with light in the region of VIS centers absorption, we will find that the VIS absorption will decrease and simultaneously a NIR transient absorption will appear. As we can see from the Fig. 3.3.1 when we are switching on the Kr⁺-laser the Nb⁴⁺ polaron absorption appears. If we will switch off the laser light, the Nb⁴⁺ polaron absorption will decay with its usual time constant as in previous experiments (depending on the Fourier light intensity and frequency distribution).

![Graph showing transient NIR Nb⁴⁺ polaron absorption at 6800 cm⁻¹](image)

Fig.3.3.1. Transient NIR Nb⁴⁺ polaron absorption at 6800 cm⁻¹, which appears upon illumination in the VIS absorption maximum.

Variations of the decay processes with different Kr⁺-laser intensities are shown in Fig. 3.3.2. We can conclude that under not so high illumination intensities the decay process is going in similar way, but at higher intensities of Kr⁺-laser probably all of the VIS centers are dissociating within the first 10 seconds and that’s why we see usual decay curve for polaron absorption after switching off pumping illumination. Earlier it was shown by Ming Gao [96] that no light-induced absorption exist under illumination with Kr⁺-laser alone in SBN:Ce crystals. Dissociation of the VIS centers to NIR centers under illumination with red Kr⁺ laser light or with red laser diode light lead us to conclude that at least one part of the dissociation process are NIR Nb⁴⁺ polaron centers.
Fig. 3.3.2. Dissociation of the VIS centers to the NIR centers. First, we create light-induced absorption and wait till polarons decay completely. Then, we are switching on the Kr⁺ laser and measure the light-induced absorption at the polaron absorption maximum position for several Kr⁺ laser light intensities.
3.4 Light-Induced Charge Transport Process

SBN crystals belong to the class of oxygen-octahedra ferroelectric crystals. The highest filled valence band in niobate crystals [103] is based on oxygen $2p\pi$ orbitals, which interact through ligand-metal $\pi$ bonding with the $d\varepsilon$ orbitals of Nb$^{5+}$. The conduction band is based on the $d\varepsilon$ orbitals of Nb$^{5+}$, which is empty in a perfect crystal.

The interband transition of SBN crystals comes from the electron transition from $2p\pi$ orbitals of oxygen to the $d\varepsilon$ orbitals of Nb$^{5+}$ ions and the bandgap is about 3.36 eV (370 nm, from calculations for pure ionic type of bonding the bandgap should be 15 eV, but if one will take into account covalent bonding, one will get a more reasonable value, which will be close to experimental one). From the absorption spectra of SBN:Ce we can conclude that the ground state of Ce$^{3+}$ lies in the bandgap of SBN crystal and the first excited state of Ce$^{3+}$ lies close to or higher than the bottom of the conduction band. Under illumination with a suitable wavelength an intervalence transition 4f (Ce$^{3+}$) - 4d (Nb$^{5+}$) occurs.

The electrons in the conduction band can be trapped by their self-induced potential well by electron-lattice coupling interaction and form Nb$^{4+}$ polarons. The illumination of pure SBN crystals with Ar$^+$ ($\lambda = 488$ nm) or Kr$^+$ lasers ($\lambda = 647$ nm) cannot create observable Nb$^{4+}$ polaron absorption because the photon energy is not sufficient to excite an electron from the valence band to the conduction band. However, the illumination with UV light (at low temperatures) indeed generates Nb$^{4+}$ polarons in pure SBN crystals. The reduction of pure and doped SBN crystals induces Nb$^{4+}$ polarons with a similar absorption band in the NIR region [96].

Laser beam coupling experiments in SBN crystals [94,104] indicate that electrons are the dominant photoexcited charge carriers in the light-induced charge transport process even at low temperature. Ce$^{3+}$ is introduced to act as electron donor. Therefore, the concentration of Ce$^{3+}$ in SBN crystals decreases under appropriate illumination at low temperature.

At room temperature light-induced Nb$^{4+}$ polarons and the VIS centers are thermally unstable because of the fast decay rates of the two trapping centers. The light-induced charge transport process in doped SBN crystals can be represented by a simple intervalence transition of the electron from Ce$^{3+}$ ion to Nb$^{5+}$ ion [100]. At 110 K<T<RT, the light-induced VIS trapping centers tend to participate in the light-induced charge transport process. The appearance of this center does not depend on dopants and therefore points to an intrinsic center. Below T=110 K the light-induced Nb$^{4+}$ polaron plays a crucial role in the light-induced process.

One important point, which should be noted, is that probably most Nb$^{4+}$ polarons are formed close to the Ce$^{4+}$ or O$^-$ from where the electrons are originating. In other words, electrons photoexcited from Ce$^{3+}$ or O$^{2-}$ to Nb$^{5+}$ ions will be trapped, resulting in the Nb$^{4+}$ polarons at low temperatures. The electrons trapped in Nb$^{4+}$ polarons can in principle transit the potential barrier between Nb$^{4+}$ polarons and Ce$^{4+}$/O$^-$ ions by tunneling, photon-assisted tunneling, and hopping motion or with the help of Fourier light absorption.

At superfluid helium temperatures the hopping motion of the Nb$^{4+}$ polarons is absent and only tunneling and/or motion due to Fourier light still exists. From our experiments we can
conclude that no recognizable tunneling exists in our case, this means that at low temperatures
decay process only consists from the Fourier light-induced part with a time constant $\gg 1$ hour.
Above 50 K the phonon assisted hopping motion tends to contribute to the decay process and
therefore we get a faster decay process with increasing temperature.

Baetzold’s light-induced charge transport model [100] in doped SBN crystals considered the
role of Ce$^{3+}$/Ce$^{4+}$ and Nb$^{4+}$ polarons but neglected the active role of the VIS centers. As shown
above, the VIS center plays a crucial role in trapping electrons especially at higher
temperatures ($T > 110$ K). In the following two sections we will discuss the light-induced
charge transport process in SBN crystals quantitatively at $T > 110$K and $T < 110$K, and will
discuss the possible nature for the light-induced VIS centers in SBN.

### 3.4.1 VIS Centers

The absorption coefficient $\alpha_{li}$ of Nb$^{4+}$ polarons or VIS-center at peak position is proportional
to the concentration $n_p$ of the polarons or VIS-centers, and can be described by Smakula’s
formula:

$$\alpha_{li} = A \cdot \frac{f}{w} \cdot n_p$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.4.1.1)

where $A$ is a constant, $w$ is the full width at the half-maximum of the absorption band, $f$ is the
oscillator strength of the optical transition. Since the concentration of Nb$^{4+}$ polarons is too
small to be observed above $T=110$ K, the VIS-center becomes the dominant trapping center of
electrons in the range 110 K - RT.

Our model first will focus on the calculation of the concentration of VIS-centers in the steady
state under illumination. Electrons are found to be the main charge carriers in the light-
induced charge transport process of doped SBN crystals [94,104], so in a first approach we
only consider the behavior of electrons and neglect the role of holes in the valence band.

Also, the light-induced absorption change due to the decrease of the concentration of Ce$^{3+}$ is
much smaller than the absorption of the VIS centers at the peak position of the VIS-center
absorption band, so it is omitted in the following discussion. Two centers are taken into
account between the conduction band and the valence band: Ce$^{3+}$ is the main charge state in
SBN:Ce [68] and serves as the electron donor under illumination; the VIS-center lies close to
the conduction band, acting as thermally-activated trapping center. The bulk photovoltaic
effect is found to be negligible in the light-induced charge transport process of SBN [99]. The
light-induced charge transport model is illustrated in Fig. 3.4.1.2.

Under illumination with the laser or XBO lamp with set of filters (380-480 nm) Ce$^{3+}$ ions are
partly photo-ionized and the electrons are excited from Ce$^{3+}$ to the conduction band. The
lifetime of the electrons in the conduction band is very short and some of them will be trapped
in VIS-centers. At the same time some free electrons in the conduction band will recombine
with Ce$^{4+}$ ions. The electrons trapped in the VIS-center can be thermally excited to the
conduction band or due to thermally excited hopping motion move on and recombine with
Ce$^{4+}$ ions or other traps (like Fe unavoidable impurities), defects in ideal crystal structure e.t.c.
Fig. 3.4.1.2 The light-induced charge transport process in SBN:Ce at T>110 K.

Additionally, as the VIS-center absorption band lies in the visible region, electrons from the VIS center can be excited by photons of pumping light (Ar+ laser, $\lambda = 488$ nm, or XBO lamp, $\lambda = 380-480$ nm) or by Fourier light, which is used to measure the absorption spectrum. The rate equations are:

$$\frac{dn_e}{dt} = c_1 \cdot I_p + c_2 \cdot I_p \cdot n_{VIS} - q_1 \cdot n_e + c_3 \cdot I_f \cdot n_{VIS} - q_2 \cdot n_e$$

$$\frac{dn_{VIS}}{dt} = q_2 \cdot n_e - c_2 \cdot I_p \cdot n_{VIS} - I_f \cdot c_3 \cdot n_{VIS} - q_3 \cdot n_{VIS}$$

where $n_e$ is the electron concentration in the CB; $n_{VIS}$ is the VIS-center concentration; $I_p$ is the pumping light illumination intensity; $c_1$ is related to the probability to absorb one photon and form a free electron in the CB; $c_2$ and $c_3$ are constants relating to the quantum yield for absorption of one photon and the absorption cross section of the VIS-center for pumping illumination and Fourier spectrometer light; $q_1$ is the probability for recombination of the electron in the CB with the Ce$^{4+}$ ion; $q_2$ is the probability of the VIS-center to trap one electron; $q_3$ is the probability of the electron in the VIS-center to vanish from its potential well by thermally activated hopping or recombination with a Ce$^{4+}$ ion.

In the steady state $dn_e/dt=0$ and $dn_{VIS}/dt=0$. From (3.4.1.3) for steady state one can get the following solution:
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\[ n_{\text{VIS}} = \frac{q_2}{q_1} \cdot \frac{c_1 \cdot I_p}{c_2 \cdot I_p + c_3 \cdot I_f + q_3 \cdot \left( 1 + q_2 \right)} \]  
(3.4.1.4)

\[ q_3 = q_{30} + q_{31} \cdot \exp \left( \frac{-\Delta}{kT} \right) \]  
(3.4.1.5)

The first term in Eq. (3.4.1.5) represents the direct resonance tunneling effect and the second term comes from hopping over the potential barrier. \( \Delta \) is the effective thermal activation energy of the VIS center. From our measurements of the light-induced VIS center absorption in SBN:Ce we can exclude any decay process in the dark at least for one hour (when pumping light and Fourier spectrometer light is turned off). We therefore can set \( q_{30} \) equal to zero in this case. The general dependence on the illumination intensity, Fourier light intensity and temperature is reflected in equation (3.4.1.4).

According to equation 3.4.1.1, four parameters, \( \alpha_{li} \), \( w \), \( n_p \) and \( f \) are temperature dependent. If \( w \) and \( f \) vary only little with the temperature, \( n_{\text{VIS}} \) will be proportional to the \( \alpha_{li} \). The temperature dependence fitting result is shown in Fig. 3.4.1.6. The fitting of Eq. 3.4.1.4 to the experimental results gives us the estimation of the thermal activation energy of the VIS-center equal to 0.23±0.04 eV.

![Graph](image-url)

Fig.3.4.1.6. Temperature dependence of the maximum of the light-induced VIS absorption under constant illumination with 380-480 nm light (2kW/m²) and constant Fourier measurement conditions (closed squares). Solid line is the fitting result with Eq. 3.4.1.4. From the model parameters one can get a thermal activation energy for the VIS-center of \( \Delta=0.23\pm0.04 \) eV.
3.4.2 Nb$^{4+}$ Polaron

At temperatures lower than 110 K, Nb$^{4+}$ polarons also serve as trapping centers besides the VIS-centers discussed above. Under illumination with the laser or XBO lamp with set of filters ($\lambda = 380$–$480$ nm) Ce$^{3+}$ ions are partly photo-ionized and the electrons are excited from Ce$^{3+}$ to the conduction band. Due to the strong interaction of electrons and the lattice, some of them will be trapped by Nb$^{4+}$ ions to form the Nb$^{4+}$ polarons and some will recombine. The electron trapped in Nb$^{4+}$ polarons can be released and can subsequently recombine by tunneling or hopping the potential barrier for the Nb$^{4+}$ polaron potential well with the help of phonons. Since the absorption band of the Nb$^{4+}$ polarons extends from the IR region to the visible region, the electrons could also be excited by the illumination from the Nb$^{4+}$ polarons to the CB as well.

With this simplified model shown in Fig.3.4.2.1 we can attempt to describe the light-induced charge transport process in SBN:Ce at T < 110 K. In this simplified charge transport model the Nb$^{4+}$ polarons serve as the major electron trapping center and the role of the VIS center is neglected. The rate equations are similar to VIS center model, with slight differences:

$$\frac{dn_e}{dt} = c_1 \cdot I_p + c_2 \cdot I_p \cdot n_p - q_1 \cdot n_e + c_3 \cdot I_f \cdot n_p - q_2 \cdot n_e$$

$$\frac{dn_p}{dt} = q_2 \cdot n_e - c_2 \cdot I_p \cdot n_p - I_f \cdot c_3 \cdot n_p - q_3 \cdot n_p$$

(3.4.2.2)

where $n_e$ is the electron concentration in the CB; $n_p$ is the Nb$^{4+}$ polaron concentration; $I_p$ is the pumping illumination intensity; $c_j$ is related to the probability to absorb one photon and form a free electron in the CB; $c_2$ and $c_3$ are constants relating to the quantum yield for absorption of one photon and the absorption cross section of the Nb$^{4+}$ polarons for pumping light and Fourier spectrometer light; $q_1$ is the probability for recombination of the electron in the CB with Ce$^{3+}$; $q_2$ is the probability of the Nb$^{5+}$ ions to trap one electron and form one Nb$^{4+}$ polaron; $q_3$ is the probability of the electron in the Nb$^{4+}$ polaron to vanish from its potential well by thermally activated hopping or recombination with a hole. In the steady state $dn_e/dt=0$ and $dn_p/dt=0$. From Eq. (3.4.2.2) for steady state one can get the following solution:

$$n_p = \frac{\frac{q_2}{q_1} \cdot c_1 \cdot I_p}{c_2 \cdot I_p + c_3 \cdot I_f + q_3 \cdot \left(1 + \frac{q_2}{q_1}\right)}$$

(3.4.2.3)

$$q_3 = q_{30} + q_{31} \cdot \exp\left(-\frac{\Delta}{kT}\right)$$

(3.4.2.4)

The first term in Eq. (3.4.2.4) represents the direct resonance tunneling effect and the second term comes from hopping over the potential barrier. $\Delta$ is the effective thermal energy depth of
the Nb$^{4+}$ polaron. From our measurements of the light-induced Nb$^{4+}$ polaron absorption in SBN:Ce we can exclude any decay process in the dark (when pumping light and Fourier spectrometer light is turned off, see Fig. 3.2.2, page 37). We therefore can set $q_{io}$ equal to zero in this case. The general dependence on

$$\text{Fig. 3.4.2.1 The light-induced charge transport process in SBN:Ce crystal at T<110 K.}$$

the illumination intensity, Fourier light intensity and temperature is reflected in equation (3.4.2.3). According to equation 3.4.1.1, four parameters, $\alpha_{li}$, $w$, $n_p$ and $f$ are temperature dependent. If $w$ and $f$ vary only little with the temperature, $n_p$ will be proportional to the $\alpha_{li}$.

When the laser is switched off ($I_p=0$), $n_p$ will decay with time $t$. Solving equations 3.4.2.2 with assumption that we can use the adiabatic approximation [105] ($n_e<<n_p$), one can get the direct solution:

$$n_p = t_3 \cdot ((t_2+1/2\cdot t_1+q_1+q_2) \cdot \exp((t_2+1/2\cdot t_1) \cdot t)-(t_2-1/2\cdot t_1+q_1+q_2) \cdot \exp((t_2-1/2\cdot t_1) \cdot t))/c_3/I_f$$

where

$$t_1=(q_2^2+q_1^2+c_3^2\cdot I_f^2+q_3^2+2\cdot q_2\cdot q_1+2\cdot c_3\cdot I_f\cdot q_2+2\cdot q_2\cdot q_3+2\cdot q_1\cdot c_3\cdot I_f+2\cdot q_1\cdot q_3+2\cdot c_3\cdot I_f\cdot q_3)^{1/2}$$

$$t_2=1/2\cdot(q_2+q_1+c_3\cdot I_f+q_3)$$

$$t_3=n_p/c_3/I_f/t_1$$

The intensity dependence of the light-induced Nb$^{4+}$ polaron absorption at 1.3 K is shown in Fig. 3.4.2.6. The solid line is the fitting result with equation 3.4.2.3, which agrees with the experimental data quite well. The temperature dependence of $\alpha_{li}$ is more complicated according to Smakula’s formula, because three parameters $w$, $n_p$ and $f$ are functions of the temperature $T$. Our experimental results show that $f$ and $w$ depend only little on the temperature, so $n_p$ and $\alpha_{li}$ share nearly the same temperature dependence as shown in Fig. 3.4.2.7. $\alpha_{li}$ changes a little at T< 60 K so with increasing temperature the light-induced polaron absorption is increasing, and it decreases rapidly above 60 K. Above 120 K, the
polaron absorption becomes too small to be detected if the laser intensity is intermediate, i.e. a CW laser. We use
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Fig. 3.4.2.6. Fitting results (solid line) of the intensity dependence of the light-induced Nb$^{4+}$ polaron absorption (open triangles). Illumination with $\lambda=380-480$ nm light or argon laser ($\lambda=488$ nm) was used. The size of the triangles and squares indicates the error bars.

Fig. 3.4.2.7 Temperature dependence of the light-induced absorption under constant illumination with 380-480 nm light (2kW/m$^2$). Solid line is the fitting result with Eq. 3.4.2.3. From model parameters one can get the thermal activation energy $\Delta=0.08\pm0.02$ eV.
equation 3.4.2.3 to fit the experimental data (solid line). From the fitting parameter, the thermal activation energy for the polaron can be estimated to be $\Delta = 0.08$ eV.

The fitting result of the time evolution process of polarons after the laser is switched off is shown in Fig. 3.4.2.8. The theoretical calculation and experimental data are in a good agreement. If we will take into account that the intensity of the Fourier light is much more smaller than the intensity of the pumping light, from the model and the fitting parameters we can conclude that the probability to excite one electron from the Nb$^{4+}$ polaron to the conduction band with Fourier light is much bigger than the probability to excite one electron from Nb$^{4+}$ polaron using pumping light. The probability of free electrons in the conduction band to form Nb$^{4+}$ polaron is two times smaller than the probability to recombine again with a Ce$^{4+}$ center at low temperatures.

Fig. 3.4.2.8. The light-induced absorption decay after illumination with $\lambda = 380-480$ nm light (2kW/m$^2$) at 2 K. Black squares is decay under 47.3% of the Fourier spectrometer light and open triangles is decay under 100% of the Fourier spectrometer light. The solid lines are fitting results with equation 3.4.2.5.

If we will continue to fit experimental data at different temperatures, we will see that parameters of the model are changing, but from the model by itself the light-induced polaron absorption should not change in the low temperature region (T<60 K). Perhaps the slight increasing in the light-induced polaron absorption can be explained if we will take a look again at Smakula’s formula. There the oscillator strength is also temperature dependent. If we will take a look at the absorption of polarons in reduced SBN crystals we will find that in this case also a slight increase in the polaron absorption exists (see Fig. 3.1.7, page 34). In other words, we can assume that for the light-induced Nb$^{4+}$ polarons in the SBN:Ce case the oscillator strength also changes slightly with the temperature.
3.5 Possible Nature of the VIS-Centers

Let us underline the main experimental results for the VIS-center investigation in SBN as the resume of the present work and the results published in [99,94,106,96,107,108]. These are the manifestation of the following:

a) The optical excitation and production of VIS-centers appears in a parallel way and at the same time as the production of electronic polarons in SBN.
b) A strong absorption band with a peak at 2.1 eV and with a width of about 1.4 eV is displayed by VIS centers.
c) A metastable behavior of the VIS-centers at low temperatures appears on the time scale of at least one hour.
d) Red light pumping leads to the VIS-center decay.
e) The decay products of the VIS centers contain electronic polarons.

The Model

We shall use the main features of the VIS-centers mentioned above as the background for the proposal of the VIS-center model.

The main position of the VIS-center model in SBN will be a triad structure related to the simultaneous bonding of two hole polarons and of one electronic polaron (Figs. 3.5.1a, 3.5.1b) [109]. It is clear that the metastable behavior could be induced here by vibronic effects on the one hand, and by taking part of electronic polarons in the strong local field of two polaronic holes on the other. Let us discuss this model in more details.

![Fig.3.5.1 Co-existence of the triangle-type polaronic VIS-center (“a”) and the linear chain-type polaronic VIS-center (“b”) for “two hole polarons – one electronic polaron” cluster. Arrows correspond to the equilibrium displacements of three active ions (Nb$^{4+}$(e$_p$), O$^-$($h^p$$_1$), O$^-$($h^p$$_2$)).](image)

Nature of the triad type polaronic formations in SBN

As metastable formation with long lifetime, which has the same conditions for optical excitation as the usual Nb$^{4+}$ electron polarons in SBN, we will consider polaronic triad type
structures formed from two hole polarons and one electronic polaron. The presence of the three-particle “Negative-U” effect in addition to the three-particle polaronic effect is causing the realization of the deep electron and hole levels corresponding to the triad. The appearance of sufficiently deep potential wells with vibronic nature in this case will give here the metastable behavior of the triad state.

On the other hand, these triad states could be explained as states that were formed by localized charge transfer vibronic excitons (CTVE, [110,111,112]) and bi-polaron hole excitons. But first of all we should mark here, that in the perovskite-like structure two types of the triad polaronic states that consists from two hole polarons and one electron polaron exist (Fig. 3.5.1a, 3.5.1b). One of them is a triad state with triangle geometry (Fig 3.5.1a), and second is a triad state with linear type of geometry (Fig. 3.5.1b). The ratio between Coulomb forces and vibronic attraction (as the result of “Negative-U” effect) for two holes in these two geometries is different. When the attraction forces are higher, the triangle type is realized. In the other situation the linear type is taking place. For the situation in Fig. 3.5.1a a hole bipolaron is formed, but in the case of the linear type triad state the two hole polarons have no strong correlation. From Fig. 3.5.1a we can see that the triangle type of triad state could be explained as a result of hole bipolaron formation and bonding with a hole bipolaron localized CTVE on the electron polaron and one of the hole polarons, which is part of the hole bipolaron. On the other side, the linear type triad state can be discussed as two neighboring CTVE with one shared electron polaron.

The magnetic properties of the two types of triads are also different. For the triangle type of triad hole bipolaron the ground state has S=0 and the resulting spin for the triad is S=1/2. On the other side for the CTVE in the ground state S=1 and as a result for the linear type triad it should be S=3/2. But strong deformation in the equilibrium state coming from polaronic origin (including three-polaron cooperative “Negative-U” effect) for both cases is causing a strong vibronic reduction of the spin-lattice interaction. In this case the velocity of the spin-lattice relaxation is decreased. That could lead to a saturation of the ESR-absorption under usual values of the microwave power and as a result to the absence of the ESR absorption.

Properties of the Triad type polaronic states as possible states of the VIS-center in SBN

The strong deformation in the equilibrium state caused by the polaronic origin of the two types of the VIS-centers discussed give us not only energy levels deeply located in the forbidden band (Fig.3.5.2) for electron and hole polarons bonded into the triads. It also suppresses the relaxation of the VIS–center through luminescence channels. Really strong deformation that follows the formation of the VIS-center corresponds to the occurrence of an essential difference between this deformation and equilibrium deformation for the ground state (Fig.3.5.3). As a result, most effective adiabatic luminescence transitions followed by the emission of photons are forbidden. Such an absence of Franck-Condon-type luminescence transitions leads to the slow relaxation of VIS-centers. This promotes the VIS-center metastable behavior.

Note that the appearance of the characteristic optical absorption in the visible range could be explained for the triad VIS-center as a result of the excitation of the light-induced electron polaron and one of the hole polarons and a subsequent recombination. Two active in the light absorption Franck-Condon optical transitions for the two types of VIS-centers (shown before in Fig. 3.5.1a, 3.5.1b) is pictured in Fig. 3.5.3. The second localized hole polaron in the structure of the VIS-center is getting in a free state as a result of this recombination.
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Fig. 3.5.2. Resonance up-conversion mechanism for the decay in the dark for triad polaronic center. One of the triads (at the left side) is under excitation accompanied by the appearance of a conduction electron (and the following free electronic polaron), which takes place together with a hole bi-polaron transition from triad state to the free one. Another triad is under down relaxation due to electronic polaron – hole polaron recombination within the triad as well as due to polaronic hole relaxation from the triad state to the free one again. Arrows in the figure denote photon emission relaxation transitions appearing after a Franck-Condon type excitation transition to the free electronic state.

Fig. 3.5.3. The main absorption transitions (“a” and “b”) for resulting VIS-center
Thus both types of the VIS-centers are involved in the optical absorption. Let’s note also that the existence of the two types of VIS-centers (Fig 3.5.1a, 3.5.1b) could explain the significant width of the resulting visible absorption band. Last not least, let us consider the typical mechanisms of the slow decay in the dark as well as light-induced decay for such a metastable state.

We have to deal with two typical mechanisms with respect to the slow decay in the dark of the VIS-center. First, this is a resonance up-conversion mechanism (Fig. 3.5.2) related to the interaction between the two neighboring polaronic triads under discussion. While the first among these two triads is excited in the framework of the up-conversion with a following decay to conduction electron and hole bi-polaron states simultaneously (left-side triad on Fig. 3.5.2), the second triad involved in such an up-conversion is under a down relaxation transition (right-side triad on Fig. 3.5.2). The latter relaxation transition corresponds to an electronic polaron – hole polaron recombination which takes place simultaneously with the liberation of a polaronic hole within such a triad to a free polaronic hole. It is important to underline that this up-conversion decay for the two interacting polaronic triads has a conduction electron as decay product. Such a free electron will be under the following relaxation to free electronic polaron state. Free bi-polaronic holes as well as free polaronic holes both are also the triad decay products in this context. All these type polaronic excitations mentioned above with respect to the VIS-center decay could be detected by specific optical absorptions related to the light-induced charge transport phenomenon.

Note also, that another, second VIS center decay mechanism acting in the dark takes place here in a parallel way. This is the polaronic electron-polaronic hole recombination via tunneling as well as via thermally activated excited state tunneling or overbarrier processes (Fig. 3.5.4). Only polaronic holes are remaining as a result of this decay mechanism taking place.

![Fig.3.5.4. Three mechanisms of the VIS-center decay. “1” is the tunnel transition from VIS-center ground vibration state to exited vibration state related to the electronic ground state; “2” is tunnel transition between exited vibration states; “3” is thermally induced hopping between near barrier top quasidegenerate vibration states; “4,5” are phonon induced excitation and de-excitation processes within VIS-center state and ground state vibration wells, respectively.](image)
It is important to underline that these decay mechanisms both could explain the VIS-center metastable behavior at low temperatures. This is due to the leading role of the transitions between vibronic states centered at rather different equilibrium positions for active ions. As a result, these vibronic states have exponentially small overlapping corresponding to exponentially small transition matrix elements and related transition probabilities for the VIS center decay.

It should be stressed that vibronic matrix elements and corresponding VIS center decay probabilities increase with temperature due to the occupation of excited vibration states with much more strong overlapping than for the ground vibration states. This general property for the mechanisms of the decay in the dark explains the shortening with temperature of the VIS-center life time in the dark, which has been detected experimentally for the SBN case at $T > 140$ K.

It should be also underlined that definite illumination could significantly accelerate the decay of the VIS-center. Moreover, electronic polarons could be the decay products in this situation. For instance, red light pumping could be used here. The model of the VIS-center in SBN proposed in the present work leads to the explanation for such an effect. Namely, a corresponding mechanism for the light-induced decay of the VIS center accompanied by electronic polaron liberation could be the direct light-induced excitation of the bonded, within the VIS-center, electronic polaron to a free electronic polaron state (channel 1 on Fig.3.5.5) or to the conduction band electronic state with the following transition to a free electronic polaron state (channel 2 on Fig.3.5.5). An initial optical excitation is possible in the framework of Franck-Condon transition (Fig.3.5.5) for both of these channels.

Fig.3.5.5 Light-induced decay of polaronic triad VIS-center to the electronic polaron state (channels “1”, “2”). Simultaneously, the denoted hole bi-polaron within the triad will be transformed to free hole bi-polaron with corresponding energy increase. Channel “1” is related to direct excitation of free electronic polaron state, while channel “2” is related to a two step transition from electronic polaron state within the triad to a conduction band electron state and then to the free electronic polaron state. The latter is realized via an overbarrier transition. Arrows in figure 3.5.5 are corresponding to successive relaxation processes with phonon emission or absorption.
4. Spectroscopic Study of KTO Crystals

4.1 Absorption and Light-Induced Absorption in KTO Crystals

The typical absorption spectrum of a pure KTO crystal is shown in Fig. 4.1.1. The UV absorption band edge of pure KTO crystals at room temperature lies at about 3.5 eV. In the visible range most of our samples show negligible absorption. After reduction or oxidation treatments the pure KTO crystals shows a broad absorption whose peaks are located at 12000 cm\(^{-1}\) and 18500 cm\(^{-1}\) (1.49 eV and 2.2 eV) at room temperature, Fig. 4.1.2. No other absorption bands due to reduction or oxidation treatments were observed. At low temperature these bands start to be more pronounced and one can distinguish three overlapping bands, Fig. 4.1.3, with maximum positions of absorption at 9925 cm\(^{-1}\) (1.23 eV), 12327 cm\(^{-1}\) (1.52 eV), and 18188 cm\(^{-1}\) (2.25 eV).

Also, in as grown and reduced KTO crystals a small amount of absorption at ~3500 cm\(^{-1}\) caused by OH centers incorporated at crystal growth or during reduction is present, Fig. 4.1.4.

At the same time, at low temperatures under illumination with an XBO lamp (\(\lambda\)=300-400 nm bandpass filter) a broad light-induced absorption from NIR to the VIS region appears in mostly all of the KTO crystals, Fig. 4.1.5.
Fig. 4.1.2. Absorption spectra of reduced, oxidized and as grown KTO crystals at room temperature.

Fig. 4.1.3. Absorption of reduced KTO crystal (R132.18) at low temperature. Three overlapping bands could be resolved. Maximum positions of absorption from left to right: 9925 cm\(^{-1}\) (1.23 eV), 12327 cm\(^{-1}\) (1.52 eV), and 18188 cm\(^{-1}\) (2.25 eV).
The light-induced absorption is most pronounced in oxidized samples, whereas in reduced samples it is somewhat lower than in as grown crystals or even absent if the sample is treated in H\textsubscript{2} for more than two hours (depending on sample thickness). The width of the light-induced absorption is quite large giving evidence of the complex origin of the light-induced centers.

In most of the samples light-induced absorption looks quite similar, but in one of our samples, namely R101.2, it really differs (Fig. 4.1.5). The reason for such big difference is not clear at this moment. The temperature dependence of the light-induced absorption is shown in Fig.4.1.6.

![Graph showing energy vs. absorption coefficient](image)

**Fig. 4.1.4.** OH absorption in different KTO crystals at room temperature. Reduction treatment is increasing OH absorption intensity. № 1-6 indicate different samples from three different boules (N131, R132, R133).

The absorption in reduced samples and the light-induced absorption in oxidized and as grown samples is quite similar, lying in the same spectral region and the band maxima have approximately the same energies. For example, fitting results of the light-induced absorption in oxidized KTO R108.2 sample with 3 Gaussian curves are shown in Fig. 4.1.7 (2 K) and Fig. 4.1.8 (52 K). The maximum positions of light-induced absorption are located at 9787 cm\textsuperscript{-1} (1.21 eV), 10900 cm\textsuperscript{-1} (1.35 eV), and 15660 cm\textsuperscript{-1} (1.94 eV) for T=2 K, and at 9191 cm\textsuperscript{-1} (1.14 eV), 11946 cm\textsuperscript{-1} (1.48 eV), and 17532 cm\textsuperscript{-1} (2.17 eV) for T=52 K.

We should also mention, that in the lowest temperature region, namely 1.3 - 30 K a strong change in the light-induced absorption shape exists. The reason for this change is not so clear up to now, but one of the explanations could be that a fourth band, which lays close to 9000 cm\textsuperscript{-1} is not present at temperatures higher than 20-30 K, see Fig.4.1.9.
Fig. 4.1.5. Light-induced absorption in reduced, oxidized and as grown KTO crystals at 1.4 K under illumination with 300-400 nm light.

Fig. 4.1.6. The temperature dependence of the light-induced absorption in oxidized KTO R108.2 crystal under constant illumination with $\lambda=300-400$ nm.
Fig. 4.1.7. Light-induced absorption under continuous illumination at 2 K in oxidized KTO. The fitting parameters are given in the text.

Fig. 4.1.8. Light-induced absorption under continuous illumination at 52 K in oxidized KTO. The fitting parameters are given in the text.
Fig. 4.1.9. Variation of the light-induced absorption in the temperature range of 1.3-30 K under constant illumination with 300-400 nm light.

The fitting result of the light-induced absorption temperature dependence with 3 Gaussian curves is shown in Fig. 4.1.10. From these results we could conclude that lower energy bands decay firstly with the temperature increase and the activation energies for these three bands about equal.

Fig. 4.1.10. Temperature dependence of the three subbands of the light-induced absorption in oxidized KTO crystal.
From the fitting of the temperature dependence we could get the values of the activation energies for this three bands: 9000 cm$^{-1}$~0.033±0.015 eV, 12000 cm$^{-1}$~0.031±0.01 eV and for 18000 cm$^{-1}$ 0.018±0.015 eV. The decay process of the light-induced absorption in oxidized KTO is shown on Fig. 4.1.11, and it is a rather complicated, not a single exponent decay.

![Graph of light-induced absorption in KTO](image)

**Fig. 4.1.11.** The light-induced decay process in oxidized KTO sample after switching off 300-400 nm light.

All of our samples show the same behaviour of the photo-EPR signals (measurements were performed at Kazan State University) as was found previously by Laguta et al. [40] and a possible explanation was given by O.F. Schirmer at al. in [41], Fig. 4.1.12, 4.1.13. After illumination with λ=300-400 nm light in the EPR spectra at 4.2 K three intensive lines with tetragonal symmetry appear with $g_\parallel=2.08, 2.09, 2.04$ and $g_\perp=1.17, 1.35$ and 1.73, respectively.

![Photo-EPR spectra for oxidized KTO](image)

**Fig. 4.1.12.** Photo-EPR spectra for oxidized KTO at 4.2 K after illumination with light of λ=300-400 nm wavelength.
From the wavelength dependence of the photo-EPR spectra we can conclude that most of our centers appear under band-gap excitation, Fig. 4.1.14, as in the case of the usual light-induced absorption mentioned above.

Fig. 4.1.13. The dependence of the photo-EPR signal on the direction of the magnetic field after illumination with $\lambda=300-400$ nm light at low temperatures (4.2 K).

Fig. 4.1.14. Dependence of the light-induced EPR spectra on the pumping wavelength. (Results are vertically shifted for better viewing)
4.2 KTO. Discussion and Conclusions

The broadband green luminescence (GL) in KTaO$_3$ can be revealed best at low temperature under UV band edge illumination, as it was shown in [39]. The luminescence yield is increasing upon reduction and is diminishing upon oxidation, compared to the as grown crystal values. This result leads us to conclude that the crystal growth conditions yield the as-grown crystals in a slightly reduced state [113,114].

To check whether the reduction of the samples did affect only a surface layer or was homogeneous throughout the crystal, a reduced sample was polished thinner in successive steps. The luminescence was measured under identical conditions after each step, revealing constant luminescence intensity throughout the volume of the sample indicating a homogenous reduction. The green luminescence has been discussed successfully as the result of radiative recombination of polaronic type charge transfer vibronic excitons (CTVEs) in KTaO$_3$ [115,116,117].

The reduction treatment is seen to increase the number of charged defects, which stabilize the electron and hole polarons, with following increase of CTVEs concentration and increase of both the luminescence intensity and the amount of SHG in these samples. Here the excitation of the GL-luminescence, resulting mainly at the UV-band edge hints at the production of strongly correlated O$^-$ and Ta$^{4+}$ polarons in the form of CTVE’s. The CTVE’s with their inherent dipolar nature and clusters of CTVEs interacting with the Coulomb field of charged oxygen defects (like oxygen vacancies), are able to explain the present luminescence and SHG experiments in analogy to similar models employed to explain the light induced VIS-centers in SBN and BCT crystals [108].

The position in the NIR and the large half width of the light-induced and reduction-induced absorption bands also indicate the polaronic nature of the defects created. Hole polaron centers, like two different sorts of O$^-$ centers, were revealed in recent EPR work [40,41]. Electron polarons Ta$^{4+}$ in KTaO$_3$ [118] are not confirmed yet, but similar electron polarons (Ti$^{3+}$ in BaTiO$_3$ and Nb$^{4+}$ in LiNbO$_3$) have been determined experimentally [47,119].

The NIR/VIS light absorption of KTaO$_3$ reported, can be therefore explained as an effect of both, several kinds of O$^-$ hole polarons (1-1.6 eV range) and in addition to the absorption of CTVE cluster – oxygen vacancies complexes (~2.2 eV VIS range) [39].
5 Spectroscopic Study of KTN Crystals

5.1 Absorption and Light-Induced Absorption in KTN Crystals

All our KTN samples at room temperature display aside of the fundamental absorption in the UV (> 3.25 eV for KTN) and in the FIR region (< 0.2 eV ≈ 6 µ) only a weak absorption at ~ 3500 cm\(^{-1}\) caused by the presence of the OH centers incorporated during crystal growth. No new absorption was found under UV-light excitation at RT.

At the same time, at low temperatures UV-illumination leads to a pronounced absorption emerging in the NIR region. Figure 5.1.1 presents this effect for quantum paraelectrics KTO, KTN-0.4 and KTN-0.7. The light-induced absorption spectra for KTN-0.4, and KTO appear to be very close to that which was reported recently for nominally pure KTO [39] and which was discussed in the previous chapter, displaying absorption bands at ~ 9200 cm\(^{-1}\) (1.14 eV) being attributed to \(\text{O}^–\) hole polarons, and a very faint band in the 5000 – 6000 cm\(^{-1}\) region.

Small increasing of the Nb concentration in the quantum paraelectric KTN-0.7 (it is most close to the stability limit at the low temperatures among the compositions used here [91]) results in the emergence of a wide light-induced NIR absorption band at 5600 cm\(^{-1}\) (0.69 eV) with half-width ~ 0.5 eV at 1.3 K. This absorption increases and saturates approximately 100 s after UV light (XBO lamp, \(\lambda=300-400\) nm) switching on (Fig.5.1.2, time depending on the pumping light and monitoring Fourier light intensities).
At low temperatures the NIR absorption is very stable and shows no decay in the dark (Fig. 5.1.3, experiment was done in the similar way as was described in chapter 3, page 37). The position of the absorption maximum agrees well with theoretical calculations ~ 0.78 eV for the Nb$^{4+}$ electron polarons [120,100], experimental observations of electron polarons in related oxides TiO$_2$ (0.82 eV), BTO (~0.6 eV) [121,122], transient absorption bands at 0.8 eV reported recently in KNbO$_3$ under pulsed electronic beam excitation and tentatively associated with self-trapped electron polarons [120].

The large bandwidth of light-induced absorption can be explained by strong electron-lattice coupling as usual for polarons. This leads to the suggestion that this light-induced NIR absorption band is connected with
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Fig. 5.1.2. Light-induced absorption in KTN-1.2 at the maximum position for NIR polaron absorption.

Nb$^{4+}$ electron polarons. At further Nb concentration increasing a low-T ferroelectric phase transition emerges [91]. Figure 5.1.4 presents the UV light-induced absorption for low-T ferroelectric KTN-1.2 at different temperatures.

The light-induced absorption in the paraelectric cubic phase increases with temperature up to ~ 40 K and afterward decreases, practically vanishing at ~ 80 K (see Fig. 5.1.5).

Also from Fig. 5.1.2 and Fig. 5.1.6 one can conclude that the light-induced Nb$^{4+}$ polaron absorption intensity and decay process strongly depend on the intensity of the Fourier spectrometer light (when other parameters like temperature and pumping light are kept constant).

The intensity dependence of the light-induced Nb$^{4+}$ polaron absorption that was measured at 1.3 K and under XBO lamp illumination ($\lambda$=300-400 nm) is shown in Fig. 5.1.7. Even at small intensities there
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Fig. 5.1.3. The light-induced absorption decay (black squares) after illumination with $\lambda=300$-400 nm light (2kW/m$^2$) at 1.3 K. Solid line is guide for eyes.

Fig. 5.1.4. UV-light induced NIR absorption in KTN-1.2 as a function of temperature.
Fig. 5.1.5. UV light-induced NIR absorption temperature dependence for KTN-1.2: 1- experimental data, size of the full squares indicates the error bars; 2- fit by a simplified charge transport model, page 49, with activation energy ~ 36 meV.

Fig. 5.1.6. The light-induced absorption decay after illumination with $\lambda=300-400$ nm light (2kW/m2) at 1.3 K. Black curve is decay under 100% of the Fourier spectrometer light and blue is decay under 47% of the Fourier spectrometer light.
exists a sizable light-induced effect and we can resolve it even better if we will reduce the Fourier spectrometer light intensity. The dependence of the light-induced absorption on the illumination intensity is obviously nonlinear. The decay process is found to be non-monoexponential and the temperature dependence is shown in Fig. 5.1.8 and the normalized light-induced absorption temperature dependence is presented in Fig. 5.1.9.

Fig. 5.1.7. Intensity dependence of the light-induced NIR absorption (black squares). Solid line is the fitting result with Eq. 3.4.2.3, page 49. Illumination with $\lambda=300-400$ nm light was used as pumping source.

Fig. 5.1.8. The light-induced absorption decay at different temperatures after illumination with $\lambda=300-400$ nm light.
We should take into account that from 20 K till 40 K the decay process is changing and is going to be longer with increasing temperature. The temperature dependence also indicates that the thermal activation of the light-induced Nb\textsuperscript{4+} polaron centers is playing a dominant role in the region 45-100 K. The decay at low temperatures is very small and present only due to the Fourier light.

The measurements show that the light-induced absorption increases with the Nb concentration and the absorption maximum shifts to higher energies closer to predictions and observations for KNbO\textsubscript{3} [123,120]. Due to the cubic-rhombohedral ferroelectric phase transition at ~ 16 K, some light scattering from ferroelectric domains increases somewhat the optical losses compared with those at 1.3 K. However, it does not change the main trend. In KTN-7 (which is ferroelectric rhombohedral below 65 K) the light-induced absorption band maximum locates at 6171 cm\textsuperscript{-1} (1.62\(\mu\), 0.76 eV) for 1.3 K (Fig. 5.1.10).

This small shift can be related with changes in the lattice constant due to the Nb doping. A similar character is observed in the temperature dependence of the UV-light induced polaron absorption, where the position of the absorption maximum and the thermal activation energy is shifting with the Nb concentration to higher values. For example, the light-induced polaron absorption temperature dependence is shown in Fig. 5.1.11 for KTN 30. In Fig.5.1.12 one could find the approximation of the light-induced absorption in KTN crystals under UV light illumination with four Gaussian peaks at 6308 cm\textsuperscript{-1}, 9241 cm\textsuperscript{-1}, 11022 cm\textsuperscript{-1}, and 16801 cm\textsuperscript{-1} respectively.

Three of them are very similar to the light-induced absorption peaks in pure KTO crystals (see chapter 4, page 62). The wavelength dependence of the light-induced absorption decay is presented in Fig. 5.1.13. The increasing decay time with higher energies can be related to the presence of the additional light-induced absorption bands (see Fig. 5.1.12), which usually appear under UV illumination in pure KTO (see chapter 4, page 62). As a result, at low
temperatures all the KTN crystals under study reveal a UV-light induced NIR absorption band with width and energy characteristic for Nb$^{4+}$ electron polarons.

Fig. 5.1.10. UV-light induced NIR absorption in KTN-7

Fig. 5.1.11. UV light-induced NIR absorption temperature dependence for KTN-70/30: 1- experimental data, size of the full squares indicates the error bars; 2- fit by a simplified charge transport model, page 49, with activation energy ~ 76 meV)
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Fig. 5.1.12. Light-induced absorption in KTN-1.2 at 80 K. The peaks positions are from left to right: 6308 cm\(^{-1}\) (0.78 eV), 9241 cm\(^{-1}\) (1.14 eV), 11022 cm\(^{-1}\) (1.36 eV), and 16801 cm\(^{-1}\) (2.08 eV).

Fig. 5.1.13. The light-induced absorption decay for different spectral positions.
5.2 Green Luminescence in KTN Crystals

Surprising results are revealed in the luminescence experiments. Under UV light excitation the KTN specimens under study reveal wideband visible green emission, which is conventional and characteristic for ABO$_3$ perovskites (Fig. 5.2.1 presents emission and excitation spectra for KTN-1.2). The emission intensity smoothly decays with temperature increasing and practically vanishes at ~100 K, see Fig. 5.2.2.

![Excitation and emission luminescence spectra for KTN-1.2.](image)

Fig. 5.2.1. Excitation and emission luminescence spectra for KTN-1.2.

![Temperature dependence of the luminescence intensity in KTN. Solid line is a guide for eye.](image)

Fig. 5.2.2. Temperature dependence of the luminescence intensity in KTN. Solid line is a guide for eye.
The position of the maximum shifts from 511 nm (2.43 eV) at 10 K, till 548 nm (2.25 eV) at 90 K. The nature of this emission in ABO$_3$ oxides is still a subject under discussion. Various mechanisms, from donor-acceptor recombination, till a charge transfer vibronic exciton recombination, have been proposed (for a list of references see in Ref. [120]). The decay process of the luminescence in KTN–1.2 is shown in Fig. 5.2.3. We found that whereas in all ABO$_3$ perovskites this emission has a millisecond order of decay time, in KTN-1.2 it strongly increases below 40 K up to about 10 seconds at 10 K, i.e. namely in the temperature region of the dominant quantum fluctuations. In the same temperature region namely above 40 K the UV light-induced NIR absorption begins to decrease with temperature. This coincidence supports the suggestion that the localization and following release of the photo-induced charge carriers occurring by Nb is constituting the main cause of this phenomenon.

Fig. 5.2.3. Decay process of the luminescence at different temperatures. KTN-1.2.
5.3 Theoretical Model for Nb$^{4+}$ Polaron in KTN Crystals

We can discuss the actual light-induced absorption spectra on the basis of a conventional two-site model for optical small polarons hopping between random close pairs of Nb ions [121] (Fig. 5.3.1). In this model the absorption maximum corresponds to the optical Franck-Condon $\rightarrow \rightarrow$ transition from the ground state of the Nb$^{4+}$ polaron to the branch of the neighbor Nb$^{4+/5+}$ ion potential with the energy $\hbar \omega = 4E_a[121]$, which gives $\sim 0.7$ eV for optical transition energy and polaronic activation energy $E_a \sim 175$ meV ($\sim 2000$ K) for our case. In the low temperature region ($T < h \omega_0$), the

\[ E_a \sim 175 \text{ meV} \sim 2000 \text{ K} \]  

\[ h \omega_0 \sim 0.7 \text{ eV} \]

The presence of Nb pairs is not a strong assumption. The possibility of Nb clustering in KTN has been considered, e.g., in Ref. [125]. In very weakly concentrated KTN, like KTN-0.4, the number of Nb pairs is small. Therefore in this case the UV light-induced absorption band is only faintly pronounced in KTN-0.4 as a weak shoulder in the $5000 - 6000$ cm$^{-1}$ region (Fig.5.1.1, page 67). In KTN-0.7 the concentration of Nb pairs increases as does the respective electron polaron absorption. The light-induced absorption increases appreciably in KTN-1.2, but further on, for KTN-7 this increasing appears to be not so strong any more. This fact can be understood if in the polaron optical absorption only pairs of neighboring Nb ions play the main role and it is not necessary to form infinite clusters of the nearest neighbor Nb ions.

We believe that even in weakly concentrated KTN there are enough nearest-neighbor-Nb-pairs to account for the observed absorption. This logic, and the absence of the infinite Nb
clusters on the other hand, lead to the important sequence, that the Nb$^{4+}$ optical polaron formation should strongly decrease the d.c. conductance and photoconductivity at low temperatures. And this sequence was confirmed recently in low-temperature photoconductivity measurements of KTN-0.4, KTN-0.7 and KTN-1.2 specimens used in this work, providing strong arguments for the assumption of strong charge localization at low temperatures (Fig. 5.3.2), published by us in [126].

![Fig.5.3.2. Temperature dependence of the photocurrent under UV-band-gap excitation.](image)

Now, let us consider the rather strange temperature behavior of the UV light-induced absorption. As it is seen in Fig. 5.1.4, page 69, at the lowest temperatures the light-induced absorption increases somewhat with temperature and then decreases. The nature of the low temperature behavior is not clear at the moment and needs further studies. It only can be assumed that photo-carriers generation, transport, trap transformation processes and changing in oscillator strength can play here a decisive role.

The absorption decay at about 40 K can be associated with the presence of a “thermal quenching level” or thermally activated electron release from polaronic states into the conduction band. From a simplified charge transport model which is described in chapter 3, page 50 (we just replace Ce$^{3+/4+}$ centers with the hole centers in the valence band) estimation gives the value for the Nb$^{4+}$ polaron thermal activation energy as ~ 36 meV for KTN-1.2 and ~76 meV for KTN-30.

Before conclusion two important remarks, regarding NIR absorption band interpretation and photoconductivity features have to be made. Quite long ago, a broad NIR absorption peaking near 0.6 eV has been reported for BTO and KTN-35 [127] and was attributed to deep donor (probably, oxygen vacancy) photoionization into a broad conduction band. However this absorption has been found in strongly reduced specimens only and had another shape. Besides, conventional optical absorption in our KTN specimens, being measured without
additional UV-excitation, did not reveal any absorption in the NIR region. So, we conclude that as it was proven later for Ti$^{3+}$ in BTO [122], too, the UV light induced NIR absorption in KTN is connected with Nb$^{4+}$ polaron optical transitions.

Regarding the photoconductivity, it is very interesting to note, that the low temperature localization of hole or electronic polarons lead to opposite effects in the photoconductivity. Indeed, as it was seen, UV excitation of KTO and STO is accompanied by NIR absorption attributed to localized hole O$^-$ polarons and the photoconductivity of STO [128] and KTO [40] increases at low temperatures too. This effect very strongly reminds the results of Ca and Li doping results of STO [129] and KTO [130,131] respectively, when the low temperature freezing of <100> Li and Ca off center ions leads to O ions displacements, and the appearance of shallow hole traps. These traps withdraw photoholes from recombination with conduction bands photoelectrons and the photoconductivity being controlled by electrons increases. As a result, PhI generation and localization of O$^-$ photoholes (which is accompanied by the appearance of the O$^-$ hole polaron absorption, mentioned above) increases the photoconductivity in STO, KTO and KTO:Li at low temperatures. In contrast, in KTN, the localization of the electronic photopolarons prevails, which decreases the concentration of conductive electrons in the conduction band, decreasing photoconductivity at low temperatures.
5.4 KTN. Discussion and Conclusions

Experimental observations of the UV-light induced NIR absorption supplemented by photoconductivity studies in the temperature region 1.3–300 K have been reported for KTa$_{1-x}$Nb$_x$O$_3$ single crystals (x=0, 0.004, 0.007, 0.012, 0.07, 0.3). The results are considered as an evidence for the formation of the small electronic Nb$^{4+}$ polarons at low temperatures.

No photochromic effect was found at RT in all Nb containing species as well as in nominally pure KTaO$_3$. The emergence of the UV-light induced wide absorption bands in the NIR region with maxima at 0.69–0.8 eV at low temperatures is treated as a manifestation of the localization of photo-induced electrons and the formation of Nb$^{4+}$ small electron polarons in close-neighbor Nb-Nb pair centers.

Position and width of the light-induced NIR absorption bands is in good agreement with theoretical estimations for small electronic polarons. It was predicted that Nb doping has to suppress the photoconductivity in KTN at low temperatures, which has been confirmed experimentally in further studies [126]. This agrees with the suggested close-neighbors Nb$^{4+}$-Nb$^{5+}$ pair centers model, considering Nb$^{5+}$ ions as effective traps for photo-excited electrons at low temperatures.

The effective trapping of charge carriers is supported also by the, characteristic for ABO$_3$ oxides, “green” photoluminescence, in which the strong increasing of the luminescence decay time from millisecond up to about 10 seconds was found in KTN. In the intermediate temperature region the UV-light induced NIR absorption begins to decrease and then vanishes (~ at 40 K and 80 K respectively for KTN with x=0.012), due to the presence of a quenching level or thermal activation of the electron from the Nb$^{4+}$ polaron into the CB.

The results obtained show clear evidence of the localization of UV excited charge carriers as electronic polarons (Nb$^{4+}$) at low temperatures for the case of diluted KTN. Also we should mention here that just recently we found light-induced absorption in STO crystals, and it shows similar to KTO crystals light-induced absorption and this fact supports our conclusions too.
6.1 Conclusions

The aim of the current work was to investigate light-induced properties of SBN:Ce, KTO and KTN materials like origin of trapping centers which are involved in the charge transport process, characterization of trapping centers, like temperature dependence, illumination intensity dependence, evolution with time, spectral response, activation energies, the basic properties of the electronic excitations and photo-carriers localization based on results of absorption, light-induced absorption, photoluminescence, and photocurrent. The main contributions of this dissertation are summarized as follows:

- The accompanying decrease of $T_c$ with dopant concentration indicates a suppression of long range ordering by impurity related random fields due to charge mismatch brought by the Cr and Ce doping. The increased width of the $\varepsilon'(T)$ maximum can be regarded as consequence of nonuniform distribution of the doping ions. Ce and Cr doping have a depressing effect on $T_c$ and no self compensation of Ce and Cr ions was found in the experiments, which can be understood on the basis of a local charge compensation in the oxygen sublattice around each defect.

- The doping with small Li-ions was expected to enhance $T_c$ in SBN, due to a dipolar off-center nature of the small Li-ions (like in KTL), but this did not seem to take place in the Chromium co-doped crystals.

- The spin-orbital and crystal field splitting of $4f^1$ level of Ce$^{3+}$ ions is not resolved in the visible range, but this splitting exists and is shown in characteristic absorption bands in the FIR region (around 2000 cm$^{-1}$).

- Under illumination with Ar+ laser light or with XBO lamp (380-480 nm) at low temperature SBN:Ce crystals show a broad NIR polaron absorption band around 0.84 eV (6900 cm$^{-1}$) and a broad VIS-center absorption band near 2.03 eV (16500 cm$^{-1}$).

- At low temperatures ($T = 1.3$ K) the NIR-polaron centers and the VIS centers in SBN:Ce crystals are very stable and do not decay in the dark. The decay observed of the NIR polaron and the VIS centers is present due to the Fourier spectrometer light. The temperature dependence of the light-induced absorption yields the values of the potential barriers (for the NIR-polaron- 0.08±0.02 eV, for the VIS centers-0.23±0.04 eV).

- The experimental intensity dependence, temperature dependence, and decay process of the light-induced polaron and VIS center absorption can be fitted with the help of the simplified charge transfer model.

- The fit with the help of the simplified charge transfer model to the experimental data at different temperatures of the light-induced Nb$^{4+}$ polaron absorption shows that the parameters of the model are changing. From the model by itself the light-induced polaron absorption should not change in the low temperature region ($T$<60 K). Perhaps
Conclusions and Suggestions for Further Work: Conclusions

this slight increasing in the light-induced polaron absorption can be explained taking into account Smakula’s formula. There, the oscillator strength is also temperature dependent. If we will take a look to the absorption of the polarons in reduced SBN crystals we will find that in this case also a slight increasing in the polaron absorption as a function of temperature exist. In other words, we can assume that for light-induced Nb\(^{4+}\) polarons in the SBN:Ce case the oscillator strength is changing with the temperature.

• Dissociation of the VIS centers under illumination with red Kr\(^+\) laser light or with red laser diode light lead us to conclude that at least one part of the process are NIR-polaron centers. These features give new insight into the dynamic nature of these VIS-centers, which are currently being discussed as either bipolarons (in analogy to such centers in LiNbO\(_3\)) or polarons trapped at charged centers, or charge transfer vibronic excitons (CTVEs) being trapped at charged centers

• A theoretical model to describe the possible nature of the VIS centers is proposed. The main idea of the VIS-center model in SBN is a triad structure related to the simultaneous bonding of two hole polarons and one electronic polaron. The metastable behavior could be reached here by vibronic effects on the one hand, and by taking part of electronic polarons in the strong local field of two polaronic holes on the other.

• Near infrared absorptions in the KTO crystals due to reduction or due to light-induced intrinsic defects at low temperature is reported here for the first time. The nature of these defects is still under discussion, with correlated self-trapped electron and hole polarons being the most probable candidates yielding good agreement between theoretical calculations and experimental observations.

• Experimental observations of UV-light induced NIR absorption supplemented by photoconductivity studies in the temperature region 1.3–300 K have been reported for KTa\(_{1-x}\)Nb\(_x\)O\(_3\) single crystals (x=0, 0.004, 0.007, 0.012, 0.07, 0.3). Results are considered as evidence for the formation of the small electronic Nb\(^{4+}\) polarons at low temperatures.

• The emergence of the UV-light induced wide absorption bands in the NIR region with maxima at 0.69–0.8 eV at low temperatures is treated as a manifestation of the localization of photo-induced electrons and the formation of Nb\(^{4+}\) small electron polarons in close-neighbor Nb-Nb pair centers. Position and width of the light-induced NIR absorption bands is in good agreement with theoretical estimations for small electronic polarons. It was predicted that Nb doping has to suppress photoconductivity in KTN at low temperatures, which has been confirmed experimentally in further studies of the photoconductivity.

• The effective trapping of charge carriers is supported also by the, characteristic for ABO\(_3\) oxides, “green” photoluminescence, in which the strong increasing of the luminescence decay time from millisecond up to about 10 seconds was found in KTN at low temperatures.
• In the intermediate temperature region the UV-light induced NIR absorption begins to decrease and then vanishes (~ at 40 K and 80 K respectively for KTN with x=0.012), due to the presence of a quenching level or thermal activation of the electron from the Nb$^{4+}$ polaron into the CB.

• The experimental intensity dependence, temperature dependence, and decay process of the light-induced Nb$^{4+}$ polaron absorption in KTN can be fitted with the help of the simplified charge transfer model, yielding an activation energy of about 36 meV for KTN-1.2 and 76 meV for KTN-30.
6.2 Suggestions for Further Work

Further experimental techniques are necessary to clarify the details of the nature of the VIS centers in SBN. For this purpose we initiated photoconductivity and photo-Hall effect measurements under Kr⁺-laser or red laser diode illumination, to get new information about the charge carriers created. These investigations are currently under way. Also the lattice site occupancy of dopants, their properties, charge compensation and the distribution of dopant charge states are really interesting field for further investigations and could be done by optical absorption, luminescence and ESR measurements. Another direction in studies of these materials could be investigations in suitable double doping properties, which are important for holographic storage.

From a practical point of view KTN is a well-known advanced material for a number of nonlinear optics applications, holographic gratings, channel switchers e.t.c. As well as quantum paraelectric STO and KTO, diluted KTN is a promising material for operating at cryogenic temperatures, in outer space, and now, for novel optical controlled dielectric devices. Under bandgap illumination a giant photo-induced dielectricity appears in KTO and STO crystals. Further experiments to elucidate the nature of the UV light induced effects and possible photo-induced phase transitions at low temperatures in KTO and KTN crystals are also should be performed. As example, one could do SHG and dielectric susceptibility measurements at low temperatures under or after UV bandgap illumination to clarify how the UV excitation and formation of the light-induced centers is playing a role in possible photo-induced phase transitions.
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